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I am delighted to introduce the “Study in Italy” Eduitalia Guide 2022. Over the years, this Guide has contributed
to attracting many international students in our Country. Through its network of institutions, Eduitalia is at the
forefront of the promotion of Italy’s educational system abroad.
Italy has a long history of excellence in education, where tradition and innovation go hand in hand to help
students build the knowledge and skills necessary for their future. This Guide will help international students
navigate the opportunities offered by the Italian educational institutions and find what best suits their needs in
learning our language. Whatever field of studies they wish to pursue, Italy has a wide offer.
The promotion of Italian culture abroad is crucial to the mission of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation. Italian culture is highly valued all over the world, and we are committed to making it known
worldwide through our diplomatic network, which includes Italian Cultural Institutes and Italian Schools.
Education and the Italian language are two cornerstones of our global strategy. The internationalization of
our educational system is a powerful instrument for cultural cooperation and for the promotion of the Italian
culture and language abroad. The intake of international students in Italy has also a beneficial impact on our
country’s cultural growth as well as its economy and projection abroad.
In 2020, the COVID pandemic strongly limited international student mobility. That has made us even more
aware of the importance of international students coming to Italy for their education. Allowing international
students back into our educational institutions safely was an objective of our strategy to recover from the crisis
in 2021. While the challenges posed by the pandemic are not over, for 2022 we are working to strengthen
the presence of our educational institutions on the international stage.
Eduitalia has long been a partner of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation in our effort
to promote the Italian language and attract students interested in our country. It is my hope and belief that
Eduitalia will continue giving its contribution to our common goal.
I wish you and your students all the best for this academic year.

Benedetto Della Vedova
Under Secretary of State of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
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EDUITALIA...WHO WE ARE

Eduitalia is an Association of qualified Italian language Schools, Academies and
Universities that offers courses to foreign students.
The Eduitalia member Schools, Academies and Universities offers a variety of courses.
These courses are available in the most fascinating and beautiful cities and regions throughout
Italy, extending from gorgeous seaside coastlines to the center of art and fashion. Many of
these courses are also taught in English.
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ITALY IN EUROPE

Italy is situated in the heart of the Mediterranean Sea, enjoying a mild climate with a
multitude of landscapes. Two mountain ranges, charming lakes and many miles of sunny
beaches principally characterize the country.
Italy is a nation that enchants you with each Region containing individual charm and
naturalistic wonders, especially for its considerable historical, cultural and artistic heritage.
It is also a country that prides itself on a culture of hospitality and a vast culinary tradition.
Italy can justifiably be considered an open art gallery with its many testimonies to high
quality art. UNESCO affirms that over half of the historical and artistic heritage in the world
is found in Italy.
Everyone who has had the possibility to study and live abroad, even those coming for a
short period of time, describes Italy as a paradise for lovers of art, culture and savoir-vivre.
No other place in the world can boast the cultural and artistic treasures like Italy. From
the largest city to the smallest village, one can immerse oneself in the deepest roots of
Italian culture.
Come to study in Italy and explore this marvellous country.

Italy... a unique experience
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PI EMO N TE
Piemonte is in the north-west of Italy. As the name says, Piemonte (= foothills) is a
land of mountains: in fact, it is surrounded on its three sides by the Alps, which
enclose in this region the highest peaks and the largest glaciers in Italy.
The spectacular mountains of the region create incredibly beautiful landscapes;
there are many ski resorts as well, like Via Lattea and Sestriere, which welcome
winter sports enthusiasts with their modern facilities.
Lake Maggiore is the most sought-after tourist resort, with Stresa and the Borromean
Islands, charming landscapes with ancient villas surrounded by beautiful lawns.
Yet, nature is only one of the many attractions in Piemonte.
This region has many other facets: from Turin – the Italian capital of cars – with its
history and its remarkable artistic heritage, to other several old towns.
Then charming medieval castles, including the stately castle of Ivrea, and precious
architectures, like the famous Residences of the Royal House of Savoy and the
Sacred Mountains.
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Torino

I AAD - T H E ITA L I A N U N IV E RSIT Y FO R D ESI GN
Turin

IAAD - the Italian University for Design was founded in
1978 in Turin and, after more than 40 years of activity,
it has grown becoming one of the main poles of higher
education in Italy and Europe. It is an incubator of
talents able to promote an interdisciplinary vision of
design and to provide students with the necessary
tools to be an active and constructive part of the
change that characterizes contemporary society.
Thanks to the agreement with the French group AD
Education, today IAAD is part of a network consisting
of 10 universities, 30 seats (2 in Italy, 2 in Spain
and 26 in France), more than 10,700 students, 750
instructors, all operating within an integrated teaching
system composed of over 90 majors of study between
Bachelors and Masters Degrees.
High didactic standards, a teaching staff consisting
primarily of professionals, an organic relationship with
the business world and an accurate job search service
are the successful elements for rapid postgraduate
placement that now reaches 90% within a year of
completing academic studies. IAAD’s Job Placement
Service manages relationships with over 5,000
companies interested in bringing students into their
organizations.

Courses
IAAD presents post-Diploma educational training divided in seven
First Level Academic Diploma courses: Transportation design, Interior
design, Textile & Fashion design, Product design, Communication
design, Digital Communication design and Social Innovation design.
As regards the Master courses, IAAD offers three different
specializations: Transportation design, New Media Communication
and Innovation design.

Contacts:
IAAD - The Italian University for Design
5/d, via Pisa - 10152 Turin
+39 011 54 88 68
orientamento@iaad.it
www.iaad.it

I ED TO RINO
Istituto Europeo di Design

IED Torino: enterprise, research and culture in new
urban scenarios
Since 1989, IED Torino has had its head office in the
residential heart of the city. In a lively international
environment, fertile with ideas and cultural exchanges,
it welcomes over 800 students from all over the world
every year.
Strong of solid past roots, Torino looks to the future to
renew and reinvent itself. Historical automobile capital
with an industrial vocation, today is also a city of art,
music and cinema. Territory in constant turmoil, cradle
in the field of research, research and training and
design related to design.

IED Torino offers Undergraduate, Masters, and Summer courses
in Italian and English in the fields of: Transportation Design,
Advertising and Communication, Design, Fashion and Accessories
Design, Graphic Design and Advertising, Illustration, Interior
Design, Jewelry Design, Marketing, Photography, as well as various
Continuing Education courses.

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu
www.ied.edu
IED Torino
Via San Quintino 39 10121 Torino
Tel. +39 011 541111
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L’ITAL IANO PORTI CA N D O

L’Italiano Porticando, situated in a beautiful nineteenth
century building in the historic city centre, near most
important sightseeing destinations, is a friendly school,
specialized since 2005 in teaching exclusively the
Italian language and culture to foreigners. The student
finds here an inviting and warm atmosphere allowing
him or her to learn easily the Italian language and
to get to know many aspects of daily life in Italy.
The lessons are held by experienced mother-tongue
teachers using the communicative teaching method and
motivating the students to participate actively in their
lessons and extra-curricular activities: In the afternoon,
in fact, the students can join cooking classes, take part
in wine and chocolate tastings as well as in walks in the
city centre, dinners and aperitifs to practise outside the
classroom what they have learned at school.

Courses:
The school offers all year round Standard courses (from 1 to 4 weeks
per level), Small group courses, and Private lessons for all language
proficiencies and ages. It also proposes Combined courses which
are a combination of a Standard course with additional private
lessons, conversation, literature, arts, architecture, tango, cinema or
business Italian as well as twice per year CELI/CILS exam preparation
courses. The school is authorized center for CELI certification
examination (University for foreigners of Perugia). Apart from these
courses, L’Italiano Porticando offers “Special topic courses” related
to special events in Turin and Language holiday courses for groups
who want to spend a cultural holiday in Piedmont.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
L’Italiano Porticando
Via Pietro Micca, 20 – 10122 Torino
Tel. +39 011 5187079
info@italianoporticando.com – www.italianoporticando.com

SCUOL A L EO NA R D O DA V I N CI®
Turin

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® has been for 45 years a
synonym of quality, trust and innovation for thousands of
students who follow our Italian language programs in
Italy. All five Scuola Leonardo da Vinci centers in Florence,
Milan, Rome, Turin and Viareggio offer the same course
calendar, didactic method and welcoming atmosphere.
Thanks to our forty-five years experience, we are able
to satisfy very different kinds of requests: from intensive
general Italian courses to culture and arts programs,
music lessons as well as tailor made lessons based on
your professional field.
We give particular importance to our cultural and free
time activity programs whose aim is to give students
the possibility to meet new friends, practice the Italian
language and make incredible memories together.
Our Turin branch is located in an elegant Art Nouveau
building, in the exclusive ‘Crocetta’ residential district,
just a few minutes walk from the historic center and the
pedestrian zone. The area is perfectly served by public
transport, just at few steps from the Polytechnic of Turin
University and the IED Design Academy.
The school has 6 cozy and comfortable classrooms, all
perfectly equipped; Wi-Fi, cafeteria and student lounge
available.
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Supervised by staff who speak the main European and Asian languages,
students never risk feeling isolated and they are also given assistance
which includes helping them find accommodation during their stay.
Courses and Services:
Short / Long Term Intensive and Part Time Italian Language Courses
(ON SITE & ONLINE); Exam preparation Courses.
Accommodation services; transfer service; VISA information service.
Authorized examination center for the CILS certification, issued by the
University for Foreigners of Siena and «Diploma di Lingua Italiana
Firenze», language certificates issued by Accademia Italiana di
Lingua®.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci®
Via Lamarmora 31, 10128 TURIN - Italy
Phone: +39-011-593872 - turin@scuolaleonardo.com
www.ciaoitaly-turin.com - www.scuolaleonardo.com

TORINO

BRESCIA

COMO

MILAN

BERGAMO

Believe in the beauty of your dreams... study in Italy
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LOM BA R D IA
A cultural workshop and open-air museum, the Lombardy region offers tourists
countless avenues for a journey throughout history and tradition. From its art,
monuments, and abbeys, Lombardy offers a cultural, artistic, and architectural
experience that will amaze and spark your imagination in a thousand ways.
Its verdant plains, historic walled cities, marvellous lakes, and magnificent mountains
are all a part of the glorious setting for international winter sporting events.
The rich gastronomic and winemaking tradition has also helped make this region
famous throughout the world.

Bergamo
Como

Brescia

Milano
Pavia
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Mantova

ACCAD E M IA COSTU ME & MODA

Founded in 1964, Accademia Costume & Moda has
always been a cultural center of excellence in the areas
of Fashion and Costume, providing the Fashion System
and Entertainment Industry with professionals who have
pursued great careers nationally and internationally.
In more than 50 years of great achievements, Accademia
has developed many talents in all its fields of reference.
Some of the professionals that our institution formed
include Entrepreneurs and Creative Directors, Head and
Senior Designers, Product Managers, and many other
significant figures for the Fashion System for companies
such as Gucci, Benetton, Emilio Pucci, Ermanno Scervino,
Roberto Cavalli, Louis Vuitton, Valentino, Armani,
Alexander McQueen, Max Mara, Ferragamo, Fendi, etc.
In regards to the Entertainment Industry (Costume Area)
our alumni comprehend Academy Award, Emmy Award
and David di Donatello winners, stylists for important
celebrities in the music world, and important illustrators
recognized both nationally and internationally.
For businesses and for the world of arts and culture, our
institution has always been a meeting place and a key
destination in the search for high-level, qualified professionals.
The Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research
(MIUR) legally recognizes our BA (180 ECTS) and Master
(60/120 ECTS) programs.
Courses:
Three-year Bachelor Degree 180 ECTS; Master Programs
60/120 ECTS; Vocational Courses; Intensive Courses
and Summer Courses in the areas of:

* Fashion Design
* Fabrics and Textile Design
* Knitwear Design
* Costume Design

* Accessory Design
* Fashion Jewellery Design
* Performing Arts Management
* Fashion Management, Product & Merchandising
* Fashion Communication and Styling
* Cinema & Filmmaking

All courses are offered in Italian or English in Rome and Milan campuses.
Accademia Costume & Moda is ranked among the Top 3 Fashion
Schools in the world (Source: The Business of Fashion-BoF “The
Best Fashion Schools in the World 2019” report) for the combined
Undergraduate and Graduate Fashion Design categories.
Contacts:
Accademia Costume & Moda
Via A. Fogazzaro 23, 20135 MILANO
Via della Rondinella 2, 00186 ROMA
Tel: +39 06 6864132 / Whatsapp +39 3423815672
info@accademiacostumeemoda.it
www.accademiacostumeemoda.it
#ACCADEMIACOSTUMEEMODA

ACCA D E M IA D E L LUSSO

Accademia del Lusso is the Italian School of Fashion
& Design providing high-level fashion education with
strong industry links.
The school’s exclusive main location is at the heart
of Milan’s fashion district, in Via Montenapoleone. In
Rome, the school has a site in Piazza di Spagna.
At Accademia del Lusso, passionate students are
transformed into competitive professionals, equipped
with the skills needed to thrive in today’s industry.
Teachers are working professionals, ensuring upto-date courses that reflect the demands of the job
market.
International students are welcomed and fully
supported in all areas of student life, and lessons are
taught directly in English/Italian.

Courses:						
• Bachelor’s Degree Courses (accredited by the Italian Education
Ministry, worth 180 ECTS)
• Master’s Courses
• Foundation Year
• Short-term & Summer Courses
• Language Preparatory Courses
Subjects: Fashion Design, Footwear & Accessories Design,
Patternmaking, Tailoring, Styling, Fashion Brand Management,
Communication Management, Collection Management, Interior
Design, Made in Italy.
Contacts:
Accademia del Lusso
Via Montenapoleone 5 – 20121 Milano (Italy)
Tel. +39 0575782307
adl@accademiadellusso.com
www.accademiadellusso.com/en
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I UAD ACC A D EMI A D E L L A MODA
Institute of Universal Art and Design

The new headquarters in Milan, inaugurated in 2017
in a historic building near the Central Station, embodies
the meeting between tradition and innovative design.
Students here can choose among a range of different
courses concerning Fashion Design field, while teaching
staff includes experts on fashion and design industry. Our
main goal is to ensure the acquisition of professional skills
through a comprehensive education that encourages
creativity respecting the Made in Italy tradition.
Graduates will be highly qualified professionals,
with stylistic and technical skills which can fit into any
company of textile/clothing sector. They will be able to
handle research and market production and follow the
entire path of a collection from the design to pattern
making, start a business on their own, follow the
corporate management, the fashion market, to liaise with
customers, as well as the artistic direction of large events.

Two-year Postgraduate MA Course
Accessory Design
Professional Courses
Industrial Pattern Maker
Industrial Pattern Maker CAD operator
Fashion Illustrator
Fashion Designer CAD operator

Contacts:
IUAD Accademia della Moda
via Copernico 3
20125 Milano|Italia
Tel. (+39) 02 66703030
students@accademiamoda.it
www.accademiadellamoda.it

Available Programs
Three-year Bachelor of Arts Degrees
Fashion Design
Fashion Design (Fashion Business and Management
curriculum)
Communication Design

ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTI ALDO GALLI
IED Network

Accademia di Belle Arti Aldo Galli - IED Network:
restoring the past and designing the future
A cultural institution that is the pride of Como and
one of Italy’s finest schools of restoration, the Galli
Academy joined IED Group in 2010 taking on a
process of innovation that has few parallels in the
leading country of the world for restoration.
Capitalizing on its primacy in this field, courses have
been implemented to encompass restoration of new
materials so as to enlarge student interventions to
Contemporary Art Restoration and to let them be
competitive in Contemporary Art Professions such
as Curatorship, Marketing & Communication and
Contemporary Arts production. The courses in Furniture
Design and Fashion & Textile Design, aligned with the
production system in Como area, best represent the
excellence that thrives in this district.
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Accademia di Belle Arti Aldo Galli - IED Network offers
Undergraduate, Masters and Summer courses in Italian and
English in the fields of:
Conservation and Restoration, Textiles, Design and Visual Arts, as
well as Foundation courses and various Continuing Education courses

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu - www.ied.edu
Accademia di Belle Arti Aldo Galli - IED Network
Via Petrarca, 9 22100 Como
Tel. +39 031 301430

ACCA D E M IA D I B E L L E A RTI D I BRESCIA SAN TAGIU LIA

Since 1999, Accademia di Belle Arti di Brescia
SantaGiulia is a fine arts academy in Brescia (in the
north of Italy between Milan and Verona) and part
of the AFAM system (Italian Ministry of education
for the arts and music). It aims to improve students
professional skills working at a very high institutional
level (both with public and private bodies). Moreover,
it participates to the European mobility program
Erasmus+ to improve students’, teachers’ and staff
transversal abilities and competences.
The headquarter, offers a lot of equipped laboratories
for all the practical activities such as Decoration,
Painting, Engraving, Set Design, Photography. Five
new informatics laboratories with latest generation
MAC and PC with updated softwares for the graphics
design, 3D modelling, animation and video postproduction. All the computers (MAC/PC) are equipped
with Adobe Creative Cloud. Its educational proposal
(first and second level degrees) is legally recognized
both in Europe and in all the world.

Didactics for Museum, Communication and Valorization of the
Artistic Heritage.
Second level degree – 120 ECTS: MA in Visual Arts, Public
Monumental Sculpture, Artistic Decoration and curriculum Interior
& Urban Design, Graphics and Communication, Set Design and
Technologies of the Show Business, Creative Web Specialist, New
Media Communication, Digital Animation Artist, Art Communication
and didactics.
SantaGiulia Fine Arts Academy also offers a Master Programme in
Management of Artistic-Cultural, Tourism and territorial Resources.

Contacts:
Accademia di Belle Arti di Brescia SantaGiulia
Via N. Tommaseo, 49 – 25128 Brescia Italy
Tel. +39 030383368
orientamento@accademiasantagiulia.it
www.accademiasantagiulia.it

SantaGiulia Fine Arts Academy proposes BA and MA
in the following fields:
First level degree – 180 ECTS: BA in Graphic Design,
Decoration, Decoration- curriculum Interior Design,
Painting, Sculpture, Set Design, Web and Business
Communication, Art and New Technology, Art

ACCADEMIA DI ITALIANO

Learn Italian, meet new friends and discover more
about Italian culture!
Since its foundation in 2003, Accademia di Italiano has
grown up welcoming students from all over the world,
and it has now got 3 locations in some of the most
beautiful cities in Italy (Milan, Florence and Mantua).
As a language school we offer a wide variety of
courses, flexible programmes and also additional
services for the students, such as the support in the study
visa application and in the accommodation research.
Our qualified teachers will help you to learn Italian in a
pleasant, warm atmosphere. Your learning experience
will be enriched by a multicultural environment and
amazing extra activities.
All levels are available (from beginner to proficiency). It
is possible to start studying at any moment of the year.
Will you choose our school in the heart of Milan? Or
the one in Florence, the cradle of Italian Renaissance?
Or maybe our location in breath-taking Mantua? If
you can’t decide, choose the three of them and let us
organize a special programme for you!

Courses
Group courses (1 to 48 weeks) in person and online.
Short and long term intensive courses suitable for the study visa
application.
Part time courses.
Individual courses.
General Italian courses Italian language for business, fashion, law,
cooking, jewelry, opera, art.
Contacts:
Accademia di Italiano
Via Durini, 7 – 20122 Milano (MI)
T. +39.02.8738 8760 | milano@accademiaditaliano.it
Via Bolognese, 52 – 50139 Firenze (FI)
T. +39 055 0937508 | firenze@accademiaditaliano.it
Via G. Rippa, 2 – 46100 Mantova (MN)
T. +39 0376 368481 | mantova@accademiaditaliano.it
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ARSUTO RIA SCHOOL
The leading school for footwear and bag professionals

Arsutoria School was established in 1947 and have
since, become the referent for the footwear and leather
goods industry. We firmly believe that a career in the
footwear and bag industry must be based on a deep
knowledge of the product: design techniques, design,
materials, components, and construction.
For this reason we rely on expert professionals and
craftsmen of the Made in Italy to teach our courses: only
from experts’ knowledge we can seed and nurture our
students’ talent. We are in Milan, in the city centre, in
the heart of the fashion capital, the ideal place to build
up your own network We are the only school based in
a fashion capital with an internal factory for shoe and
bag manufacturing. Our school is international, our
students come from over 50 countries so our courses
are held in English. We also offer accommodation in
the same building of the school.

Footwear Courses
Shoe 1-year Diploma, Shoe Technical Path (Women, Men and Sneaker
Pattern Making and Prototyping), Shoe Design Path (Hand and Digital
Drawing, Shoe and Outsole 3D Design, Culture and Methodology
of Creativity)
Bag Courses
Bag 1-year Diploma, Bag Technical Path (Bag pattern making and
prototyping), Bag Design Path (Hand and Digital Drawing, Bag 3D
Design, Culture and Methodology of Creativity)
Footwear + Bag Courses = Accessories 1-year Diploma

Contacts:
Arsutoria School
Via I. Nievo 33, 20145 Milan, Italy
Tel +39 02 31912 327
school@arsutoria.coml

CEN T RO ST UD I ITA L I A N I
Milan

Founded in 1985, Centro Studi Italiani is the first school
for foreigners in the Marche region and one of the most
respected institutions of its type in the world. Ever since
its foundation, the school has provided Italian language
and culture classes to more than 17,000 students from all
over the world. The school’s headquarters are in Urbania
(Marche) with a branch in Genoa.
Centro Studi Italiani offers all levels of Italian courses for
students of all ages, from grammar to conversation classes
for the absolute beginner to literature courses for the
extremely advanced. The programs are therefore flexible,
adaptable, varied, rich and unique. Although located
in a big city the school classes are intentionally small to
allow students to best relate to each other while enjoying
personalized and individual attention from faculty.
Examination center for CELI certification.
Housing is available in comfortable fully furnished modern
residences.
LANGUAGE
• Online courses (group courses and private classes)
• Study holidays for adults and juniors
• Courses for Italian teachers abroad
• Courses for CELI examination
• One-to-one / for two people / small groups / tailor
made programs
CULTURE
• History of art, Italian history and literature
• Cooking and wine tastings
14

EXCURSIONS
• Escorted tours / trips throughout Italy
• Tailor made cultural theme trips
VISUAL ARTS PROGRAMS
• Painting, ceramics, fresco, mosaics, sculpture
PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAMS
• Italian language & operatic repertoire programs
SPECIAL PROGRAMS & PROJECTS
• Short travel courses
• Immersion courses
• Faculty led programs
• Summer study abroad programs
• International internships
• Pathway and foundation year courses for higher education in Italy
• International travel culinary programs
Contacts:
• Semester study abroad

Centro Studi Italiani
Via Asiago 5, 20128 Milano (MI) Italy
Tel. +39 02 87317930
milano@centrostuditaliani.org - www.centrostuditaliani.org

DOMUS ACADEMY

Domus Academy began its activity in 1982 in Milan
as one of the first postgraduate design schools in Italy
and was conceived as an open project around the
experience of Italian design and fashion.
Domus Academy is based on a cross-disciplinary
approach and learning by designing methodology. It
prepares designers for professional success in an everchanging market.
Domus Academy is internationally recognised and
offers eleven Master’s programmes in the areas of
Design, Fashion, Experience and Business. Moreover,
students have the opportunity to gain a Double Award
Master’s including both the Academic Master degree

accredited by MUR (Italian Ministry of University and Research) and
a Master of Arts (90ECTS) accredited by the British system and
issued by Regent's University London.
Over the years, Domus Academy has been awarded many prizes
and recognitions including the Compasso d’Oro Award for the
quality of research and academic approach and the Special Badge
of Excellence in Learning Experience from The Business of Fashion.
It’s included in the top five best Art & Design universities in Italy and
among the top 150 in the world in the 2021 QS World University
Rankings by Subject.
Contacts:
Domus Academy
Via Carlo Darwin 20, 20143 Milan, Italy
Tel: +39 02 42414001
info@domusacademy.it
www.domusacademy.com

ECAMPUS UN IV E RSIT Y

eCampus is an online university with a flexible
teaching model that can be structured around the
varying needs of its students.

Courses offered include a wide range of Bachelor’s and Master’s
Degrees across 5 faculties: Engineering, Economics, Law,
Psychology, and Arts. Professionalising Master’s Courses are also
available in key sectors. No admission test is required.

Lessons are always available online, and students
have access to a personal tutor who provides support
in all areas, from organising the course structure to
providing educational support and guidance in exam
preparation.
The main university site and its fully equipped campus
is in Novedrate (Como province), a short distance
from Milan. The campus boasts vast grounds as well
as classrooms, study areas, en-suite accommodation,
canteens, and recreational areas. The University also
has other locations across Italy.

Contacts:
eCampus University
Via Isimbardi 10 – 22060 Novedrate (Italy)
Tel. +39 0575782307
international@uniecampus.it
www.uniecampus.it
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ELLCI Mil ano
Italian language school

ELLCI is an Italian language school, accredited by the
Lombardy Region, operating in Milan since 1988.
Our school is open all year round and it is located in the
heart of Milan, nearby one of the most iconic streets of
the city, rich of shops, restaurants and café, and easily
reachable by any means of transport.
In ELLCI you will find a serene, cosy and easy-going
environment.
Our mother tongue certified teachers have a long
experience in teaching Italian as a second language.
Based on the communicative approach, our method will
let you speak and interact with locals from the first days
of lessons.
ELLCI is a centre for the CELI (certificate of knowledge
of Italian language) of the University for Foreigners of
Perugia.
Our courses are available all year:
- Morning and afternoon Standard courses
(20 lessons per week)
- Long term and two years courses
- Tailored individual courses
- Study Holiday and Senior courses
- Online courses
- Corporate courses
- And much more…

Our friendly school team also:
- Can help you find accommodation and look after it while you study with us
- Provides the documents and support for the Study visa application
- Offers tutoring during all your stay
- Arrange guided excursions with qualified tour guide around the city of
Milan and nearby.

Contacts:
ELLCI MILANO
Via Paganini 18 20131, Milan (Italy)
Tel. +39 02 29 53 13 59
info@ellci.it
www.ellci.net
facebook/ellci.milano
twitter/ellcimilano
instagram.com/ellcimilanoitalian

ESE M I L AN
European School of Economics
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Study in Italy for a British Degree!
‘Build within what you want outside. You can win the
game of Life only if you master yourself’ -Elio D’Anna,
ESE Founder and President
The European School of Economics is an award winning,
private international Business School offering unique
undergraduate and postgraduate degree programmes,
internationally recognised and validated by our UK partner
the University of Chichester, as well as a selection of short
certificate courses covering a wide range of business sectors.
In today’s competitive job market, young professionals require
assistance to make their professional dreams a reality. ESE
aims to guide students in identifying their career path through
personalized internship placements worldwide, as well as
workshops, guest lectures and company visits.
Founded in 1994, the European School of Economics has
always been a symbol of excellence for private Colleges
all around the world and its level of excellence is reflected
in all its centres, including the one in Milan.
With its industrial architecture the ESE Milan campus,
centrally located in beautiful Via Paolo Lomazzo, is perfectly
integrated into the city, maintaining a very modern and
fashion-forward setting. Milan is regarded as the fashion
capital of the world with many important international
organizations, multinational companies and innovative
start-ups. Milan is arguably the most international-friendly
city in Italy and is definitely an inspiring environment for
students to develop their personal and professional future.

Undergraduate
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in Business Administration, specialisations in Management,
Marketing, Finance, Media & Communications, Sports Management;
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in International Economics & Political Science; Bachelor
(BA Hons) in Organisational Communication & Media Management
Postgraduate
Master of Science (MSc) in Management, Marketing, Finance, Digital
Marketing; Master of Science (MSc) and Postgraduate Certificates
(PG Certificates): Fashion and Luxury Goods Management, Luxury
Real Estate Management, Luxury Hospitality and Events Management,
Luxury with Yacht Management, MBA Film Production
Short Certificate Courses
Arts & Culture Management, Entrepreneurship & Leadership, Management,
Events Management, Marketing, Music Management, The Business of Architecture
Summer Programmes
Contacts:
ESE Milan
Via Paolo Lomazzo 19, 20154 Milano, Italy
Tel.: + 39 02 36504235
ese.milano@uniese.it – www.ese.ac.uk

FERR ARI FAS H I ON SCHOOL
Milan

Ferrari Fashion School with more than 20 years of
experience in education, prepares the new generations
of talents in the Fashion and Design world.

Our mission is to provide our students high quality learning programs
and inspire excellence while preparing for new exciting opportunities
for personal and career growth.

The tight connection between education and the job
market allows Ferrari Fashion School to be constantly
ready for the actual and future request of Companies,
Ateliers and Style Offices both in Italy and abroad.

Quality, Professionalism, Ethics and Passion are the four core values of
the Academy and what has always distinguished our unique identity.

We are based in the heart of one of the Fashion
and Design District of Milan, few steps away from
showrooms, museums, laboratories, start-ups and
cultural centers.
Ferrari Fashion School keeps direct contact with
companies and the Alumni network to be able to
provide opportunities at different stages of former
students career.

Our educational offer includes undergraduate courses which
last between one and three years, and Post-graduate Master
Courses in Fashion Design , Fashion Business & Digital Communication,
Styling, Photography, Bespoke Tailoring.
Contacts:
Ferrari Fashion School
Via Savona 97, Milano
Telefono: +39 02 4537 5390
Whatsapp: +39 391 398 4461
www.ferrarifashionschool.it
Email: info@ferrarifashionschool.com

I ED MI L A NO
Istituto Europeo di Design

Milano
IED MILANO: the global capital of Italian style
Every year, IED Milano welcomes more than 3500
young talents. Laboratories, classrooms, networking
spaces are located in the heart of the city between
via Sciesa, via Bezzecca and via Pompeo Leoni, a
training center tailored to creative people’s needs.
IED Milano from the beginning inspires its didactics
to "know how" and to design for enterprises. Based
on the culture of the project and design methodology,
IED methodology forms capable young creatives to
pursue their dreams and to turn them into successful
professional stories. Studying in IED Milano, today,
means entering in contact with a network of Italian and
foreign professionals active in fashion, design, visual
arts, communication, and management. A network of
consultants and companies that represents excellence
and guarantees the highest level qualitative didactics
and coherence to the job market.

Advertising and Communication, Brand Management and
Communication, Design, Design Management, Innovation &
Service, Fashion and Accessories Design, Fashion Marketing and
Management, Fashion Styling and Communication, Graphic Design
and Advertising, Illustration & Animation, Interior Design, Jewelry
Design, Marketing & Digital Marketing, Media & Interaction Design,
Photography, Sound Design, Video Design, as well as Foundation
courses and various Continuing Education courses
Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu - www.ied.edu
IED Design / Visual Arts/ Communication
via A. Sciesa, 4 20135 Milano
Tel. +39 02 5796951
IED Postgraduate
Via Piranesi 10, 20137 Milano
IED Moda
Via Pompeo Leoni, 3 20141 Milano
Tel. +39 02 583361

IED Milano offers Undergraduate, Masters, Summer,
Semester and Academic Year courses in Italian and
English in the fields of:
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I L C E NT RO
Milano

Established in 1986, IL CENTRO is an Italian language
and culture school for foreigners in Milan for more than 35
years. We understand your goal, meet all your needs and
provide the best Italian learning results at the best prices.
Location: Our school is located in the artistic Brera
district. Right in the heart of Milan, we are just 5 minutes
away from Piazza Duomo – an ideal choice for those
visiting Milan for work, study or pleasure.
Our Italian staff: At Il Centro our friendly, experienced
mother-tongue instructors work hard to make sure
that you have an unforgettable experience with us.
Their combined experience of language pedagogy
/ language teaching with understanding the cultural
differences between various countries give them the
skills to design italian lessons with students from different
backgrounds.
Our learning method: Our Italian lessons are conducted
using the communicative method with a humanistic
approach and utilizing materials developed by the
school staff.
Our courses: We offer a wide range of courses (in person
and online) designed for people who want to quickly
improve their fluency and accuracy in Italian language.
Group and individual, standard and intensive, morning/
afternoon/evening courses, general Italian, special
courses in writing, culture, art, music, design... Our group

courses are delivered to small friendly groups of 7-8 students.
Social programme: We arrange and offer free activities at least once
a week for our students – a great way to interact with Italian culture
and practise one's Italian out of the classroom setting. Activities
include pronunciation workshops, cookery lessons and guided tours.
Our services: Personalized and ongoing tutoring, Housing assistance,
Airport Transfer, Assistance in the process of applying and filling in
documents for permit of stay (permesso di soggiorno) procedures.
Evaluation and Certification of Italian: Our school is an authorized
center for PLIDA certification exams (Progetto Lingua Italiana Dante
Alighieri). IL CENTRO is authorized by the Italian Ministry of Education
and is certi ed "UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 management system.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Il Centro
Via Ponte Vetero, 21, 20121 – Milano
Tel: +39 02 8690554 – Tel e Fax: +39 02 8690754
ilcentro@ilcentro.net – www.scuola-italiano-milano.com
www.italian-courses-online.it

ISTIT UTO DAN TE A L I G H I E RI MI L AN O
Ente culturale per la diffusione della lingua e cultura italiana

With more than 90 years’ experience (founded in
1923) and a wide range of courses to suit almost
every need, Istituto Dante Alighieri Milano has helped
many thousands of people improve their Italian. We
are an authorized CILS Examination Center, we
cooperate closely with the "DITALS Center" of the
University for Foreigners of Siena and with important
Italian Academic Institutes for Music, Arts, Fashion
and Design.
The school is located in the centre of Milan, easily
linked by means of transport and served by
underground lines.
Our Institute is staffed by mother tongue professionals,
certified teachers of Italian L2 and with a long and
specific experience. Customized learning programs
are designed to develop specific language skills. At
the end of the course, students receive a Certificate of
Studies, calibrated on the CEFR levels. Our staff is very
friendly and the school offers a full range of services
designed to make your experience with us useful and
stimulating.
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We do our best to:
* help you make the arrangements for your accommodation
* provide all documents for the Student Visa
* organize social activities outside the school with our teachers: visits

to museums, excursions, ethnic dinners, films with didactic activities.

Courses:
Standard Italian, Business Italian, Italian for Fashion and Design
Schools, Italian for Opera singers, Preparatory Courses for University,
for CILS, CELI and PLIDA exams, Preparatory courses and seminars
for teachers.
Contacts:
ISTITUTO DANTE ALIGHIERI MILANO
Viale Piave 16 – 20129 Milan Italy
Tel. +39 02 72011294
info@dantealighieri.org – www.dantealighieri.org

ISTIT UTO ITAL I A N O D I FOTOG R AFIA

For 30 years IIF is a school leader in the field of vocational
training in Italy. Training in IIF is characterized by a
practical and professional approach that ranges among
the most important sectors in the world of photography,
with the support of professional photographers. The
school uses top quality photographic gear and software
to provide professional experience during the whole
course of education. It has five photographic studios,
one equipped with a kitchen that can be used during
food shooting.
Mission: to provide a preparation in photography
that is solid, complete and modern that allows to
develop a self expressive style. IIF is divided into three
sections that work synergistically to offer the training
that immediately immerses the student in reality
through concrete experiences and creative projects in
collaboration with publishers and companies:

Courses:
Biennial Professional Course, Evening Courses, Workshop weekend,
Courses for kids and teenagers, Summer Session in English, Ad hoc
and One to one courses.
Subject of the courses:
technique, visual communication, personal style, portrait, landscape,
reportage, fashion photography, beauty, artistic nude, food
photography, still life, self-portrait, post-production, photo editing, video
shooting and editing, professional world, law and copyright.
Ph. Giulia Gentili, Manfredi Prestigiacomo, Giacomo Licheri.

Contacts:
Istituto Italiano di Fotografia
Via Enrico Caviglia 3, 20139 Milano
Tel: +39 02 58107623 - 02 58107139
info@iifmilano.com - www.istitutoitalianodifotografia.it

SCHOOL: Extensive and modern training. Concrete
experiences and creative projects.
ARTSIDE: Publications and exhibitions.
PRODUCTION: Photographic production agency,
a meeting point between companies and young
photographers.

ISTIT UTO M A R A N G ON I
Milano

Istituto Marangoni

Courses

Istituto Marangoni in 2020 reaches an important
milestone: 85 years of success in training the best
professionals in the world of fashion, design and art.
With an educational background of four generations of
students from 5 continents, it has been the springboard
for over 45,000 fashion and luxury professionals.

In addition to a wide range of courses covering all areas of fashion,
Istituto Marangoni offers a study program dedicated to art and design.

At Istituto Marangoni fashion professionals work at
the highest levels, while participants and talented
individuals from around the globe meet and engage
with one another, simultaneously being trained in
creativity, organization and commerce in a continuous
exchange of stimuli, ideas, projects and visions.

The School of Design offers a wide range of courses that incorporate
both theory and practice, providing top-level educational syllabi in
the fields of Interior Design,Product Design and Visual Design.

Istituto Marangoni’s proud Italian identity is expressed
through the promotion of the cultural, artistic and
entrepreneurial traditions that form the core of Made
in Italy. An identity that co-exists alongside a strong
international orientation, allowing each school to offer
its formative experience through a strategic network
located in the heart of the capitals of fashion, design
and art.

Participants attend classes and take part in special educational
projects that are developed hand-in-hand with top fashion industry
companies such Gucci, Versace, Giorgio Armani, Max Mara, Dolce
& Gabbana and many others.

Contacts:
Istituto Marangoni
Via Pietro Verri, 4, 20121, Milano, Italy
Tel. +39 02 39296500
milano@istitutomarangoni.com
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ISTIT UTO SECOL I
Milano

Since 1934, the year of its founding, Istituto Secoli
has trained over 80,000 among the best professionals
in the fashion world thanks to a method based on a
learning-by-doing didactical approach. Today, 85%
of the graduate students find work within six months of
receiving their diploma.

study all the stages in creating patterns and sewing different types
of garments within your chosen discipline (Patternmaking Women's
wear/ Patternmaking Menswear/ High Fashion and Bridal Wear/
Knitwear Technologies/ Bespoke Tailoring), but you will also have
the possibility to develop a small collection of prototype garments
which you will present as part of your final thesis: a perfect moment
to "show off" your ideas.

Courses:
If you're just stepping into the fashion world and you
are an undergraduate, the ideal courses for you are
our Three-years “Fashion Design and Technologies”
Undergraduate courses, during which you can study all
the steps in creating a collection, from trend research
to the sewing of prototype garments (Women’s Wear/
Menswear).

Contacts:
Istituto Secoli
Viale Vittorio Veneto 18/A - 20124 Milan - Italy
t. +39 02 6597501
info@secoli.com secoli.com

If the fashion world is already your world but you want
to expand your knowledge by studying patternmaking,
the ideal courses for you are our “Patternmaking
intensive” courses where you can study the creation of
patterns and sewing techniques for all different types
of garments within your chosen discipline (Women's
Wear/ Menswear).
If you already have a degree in fashion design, but
want to excel in patternmaking, the ideal courses for
you are our Masters programs. Not only can you

LIN GUAD UE
Milan Campus Linguaviva

During the past 45 years, Linguaviva Group has
gained an international reputation for academic
excellence and high level of services. Many of our
students choose Linguaviva schools in Florence or
Milan as their gateway to university studies in Italy,
vocational studies in arts or music. Over the past
years Linguaviva Group reputation of being among
the best Italian schools in Italy has been confirmed
also by winning many important international awards
of the educational industry. LINGUADUE since 1990
offers international students the opportunity to learn
Italian in Milan, in a friendly and thoroughly enjoyable
atmosphere. The school is in a much-loved district in
Milano with water canals called Navigli, known for
its unique charm and lively atmosphere. At 5 minutes’
walk from the busy Porta Genova metro station,
the school is modern and functional overlooking a
peaceful park.
Courses
Linguadue offers a wide range of Italian programmes
all year round and cooperates with Milan’s most
important Academies for Arts, Design, Architecture,
Fashion and Music.
Standard, Intensive, one to one, short- and longterm courses, corporate Italian language training,
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preparatory courses for university admission tests with focus on
architecture, design, engineering; Medicine in English – IMAT;
Italian plus fashion or interior design. Linguadue is also examination
center for PLIDA Italian language certification.
Services
Linguadue staff gives attentive and helpful support to all our
students. Services available are accommodation service, airport
transfer service; academic counselling for Higher Education in Italy;
information on visa procedure.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Linguadue
Via Valenza 5
20144 Milan, Italy
Tel. +39 02 29519972
info@linguadue.com
www.linguavivagroup.com

NABA, Nuova Ac c a d emia d i B elle Ar ti
Milan

NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti is an
internationally renowned Academy focused on arts
and design. Founded in Milan in 1980, it is the largest
private Academy in Italy, the first one to have been
recognised by the Italian Ministry of University and
Research (MUR) back in 1981, and it was recently
named by the prestigious QS World University
Rankings® by Subject 2021 as the Best Academy of
Fine Arts in Italy and in the top 100 worldwide in
Art&Design field. Today, NABA has 4500 students,
30% of whom are international coming from around
80 foreign countries.
Milan is a city of significant international events such
as the Fashion Weeks and the Design Week. NABA's
campus in Milan is located near the Navigli area,
one of the liveliest areas of the city, and is inserted
in a historical architectural complex consisting of 13
buildings fully equipped with a green area, specialised
labs, a library and a cafeteria.

BAs in Graphic Design and Art Direction, Design, Fashion Design,
Creative Technologies, Set Design, Painting and Visual Arts, Film
and Animation (evolution of the current BA in Media Design and
Multimedia Arts, subject to authorisation by MUR for A.Y. 2022/23).
MAs in User Experience Design, Visual Design and Integrated
Marketing Communication, Interior Design, Product and Service
Design, Social Design, Fashion Design, Textile Design, Creative
Media Production, Visual Arts and Curatorial Studies. Academic
Masters in Creative Advertising, Contemporary Art Markets,
Photography and Visual Design, and the new ones, subject to
authorisation by MUR for A.Y. 2022/23, in Sustainable Innovation
Communication, New Urban Design, Fashion Digital Marketing,
Art and Ecology. Special Programmes: Foundation Year, Gap Year,
Semester Abroad Programmes, Summer Courses.
Contacts:
NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti
Milan Campus - via C. Darwin 20, 20143, Milan
Tel: +39 02 97372182
int.info@naba.it - www.naba.it

NABA Milan Academic Offer includes academic
degrees equivalent to first and second level university
degrees, available in Italian and English.

PASSE PARTO U T
Lingua Italiana

Since September 2020, thanks to a new video
conference technology and a new classroom setting,
we have been able to accept students in presence and
online at the same time.
Therefore, students can choose how to attend the classes.
Passepartout school
established in 1996.

of

Italian

Language

During the classes, thanks to the small size of groups, all students
can understand and speak Italian, using Italian language to
communicate from the very first class. Grammatical structures are
presented in order of complexity. Students improve by using new
structures and vocabulary in the course as well during breaks and
in the Italian contest.

was

In 2005 Passepartout was officially recognized by
the Ministry of Public Education. Since 1996 we
have focused on our students’ goals: communicating
in Italian language in everyday life, at work, at the
University, coming back home with a solid Italian
language background.

Contacts:
Passepartout
Viale Monte Nero 80, 20135 Milan, Italy
Tel-fax +39 02 55.18.37.08
www.passepartout-italia.it
info@passepartout-italia.it
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SCUOL A L EO NA R D O DA V I N CI ®
Milan

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® has been for 45 years a
synonym of quality, trust and innovation for thousands
of students who follow our Italian language programs
in Italy. All five Scuola Leonardo da Vinci centers in
Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin and Viareggio offer the
same course calendar, didactic method and welcoming
atmosphere.
We always pay attention to our students’ needs and
expectations on which we build our programs, that
include: intensive Italian language courses, arts, fashion
and design programs, university preparation courses
both in Italian and in English, IMAT preparation courses
as well as specific programs for families and descendants
of Italians abroad.
We give particular importance to our cultural and free
time activity programs whose aim is to give students
the possibility to meet new friends, practice the Italian
language and make incredible memories together.
Our Milan branch is located inside a modern building
in the city center, a few steps from Crocetta M3 metro
stop (Corso di Porta Vigentina 35; 3rd floor) and just a
10-minute walk from Duomo square.
The school occupies the whole third floor of the building
where the students can enjoy learning Italian in one of
our 12 classrooms, all perfectly equipped, modernly
designed, provided with AC, Wi-Fi, cafeteria and student
lounge available.

Courses and Services:
Short / Long Term Intensive and Part Time Italian Language Courses
(ON SITE & ONLINE); Preparation Courses for Italian Universities,
Politecnico, Fashion and Design Academies (Italian or English track),
IMAT preparation program, CILS exam preparation courses.
Accommodation services; transfer service; VISA information service.
Officially recognized by the Italian Ministry of Education as Professional
Training Center; Quality management system «ISO 9001:2015».
Authorized examination center for the CILS certification, issued by the
University for Foreigners of Siena and «Diploma di Lingua Italiana
Firenze», language certificates issued by Accademia Italiana di
Lingua®.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci®
Corso di Porta Vigentina 35, 20122 MILAN - Italy
Phone: +39-02-83241002 - milan@scuolaleonardo.com
www.leonardo-milan.com - www.scuolaleonardo.com

SCUOL A UNIV E RSITA RI A SU PE RIO RE IUSS PAV IA

The University School for Advanced Studies IUSS is
an Italian Public Institution located in Pavia devoted to
research and higher education, providing educational
and training paths to highly selected students based on
a strong interdisciplinary approach.
IUSS proposes to contribute to the full development
of particularly talented young people, offering them
advanced university training that enhances skills, as
well as interdisciplinary opportunities for scientific and
cultural enrichment. Admission to IUSS courses is through
calls for applications, solely on the basis of merit.

Courses:
IUSS is divided into two academic structures: Department
of Humanities and Life Sciences and Department of
Science, Technology and Society.
IUSS organizes Undergraduate Courses offering
classes in life sciences, social sciences, biomedical
sciences, natural sciences, mathematics and science and
technology for students enrolled in Bachelor’s degree
courses, Master’s degree courses or single-cycle degree
courses at the University of Pavia.
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IUSS currently hosts four different PhD Programs and in particular:
•

Understanding and Managing Extremes - UME

•

Cognitive Neuroscience and Philosophy of Mind

•

Biomolecular Sciences and Biotechnology

•

First National PhD Program in Sustainable Development and
Climate Change.

Contacts:
University School for Advanced Studies IUSS
Palazzo Broletto, Piazza della Vittoria, n. 15 – 27100 Pavia, Italy
Ph. +39 0382 375811
info@iusspavia.it – www.iusspavia.it

SPAZ IO L INGUA

SPAZIOLINGUA is located in the historic centre of Milan.
Our goal is to enhance learning with a human
connection and to work in a calm and welcoming
environment that encourages the pleasure of learning.
Students are accompanied on their adventure of
discovering language and culture through a continuous
tutorship and mentorship. The character of each
individual student and his/her needs are our starting
point. We then plan and build a path that enhances
and gratifies the student constantly.
Class lessons are just a portion of this path to language
and culture which are amplified by traditional and
cultural activities including guided visits to places of
interest and also unique experiences like “aperitivi”
and wine tasting. The conversations will be supervised
by language professionals selected by the school so
that the students can have real Italian experiences and
learn while having fun.

Courses:
Spaziolingua offers a wide choice of courses: group courses,
individual courses, intensive courses, conversation courses with
aperitivo, italian wine tasting courses and many other courses for
those who wish to make very rapid and personalized progress or to
concentrate on specific skills.
Our group courses are designed to have small classes with a
maximum of 8 people so that learning can be more effective, but
funny at the same time. Participating in small groups allows you to
learn quicker.
The programs on offer include many different formats and levels in
which to participate.
Spaziolingua provides free help to students who need visa or
looking for accommodation.
Contacts:
Spaziolingua
Via Giosué Carducci 17 - 20123 Milano (Italy)
Phone. +39 02.89096795
info@spaziolingua.it – www.spaziolingua.it

U NIVE RSIT À BOCCON I

Founded in 1902, Bocconi was the first university in
Italy to offer degrees in business and economics. Today
Bocconi is widely recognized as one of the top European
institutions of higher learning and research. Bocconi
combines a strong theoretical background with realworld applications, aiming to attract talented students
who will be the business leaders of the future.
Choosing Bocconi is a smart move that will give you the
opportunity to:

Courses:
Bachelor of Science – 8 programs entirely taught in English in the
fields of management, economics, finance, data science, maths for
AI and political science.
Master of Science – 12 programs entirely taught in English in the
fields of management, economics, finance, data science, cyber risk
and security and political science.

– study at a university that is highly placed in the
most prestigious international rankings
– benefit from a complete learning experience
– take advantage of our preferential relations with
top employers worldwide
– apply for one of the international opportunities
offered by our network of partner schools

Contacts:
Bocconi University
Guidance and Recruitment Office
Piazza Sraffa 11 . 20136 . Milano . Italy
tel: +39 02 40 3434
www.unibocconi.eu

– enjoy an international experience in Milan, the
Italian capital of finance, fashion and design.
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UN IV E RSIT À D EG L I STU D I D I B ERGAMO

The University of Bergamo is located in Lombardia,
a region in Northern Italy with more than 10 million
inhabitants and one of the regions with the highest
GDP pro capita in Europe. With a history older than
the foundation of Rome, Bergamo grew as a key
town in Medieval times and is now a bridge between
Western and Eastern Europe: its airport is the Southern
Europe hub for Ryanair and other low-cost airlines. The
University of Bergamo is a State University with about
23,000 students (undergraduates and graduates),
and more than 300 Ph.D. students. The number of
students is increasing each year, with a 7% growth
rate per year. A staff of 640 members (400 professors
& researchers, 240 administrative and technical
staff) provides a dynamic scientific and teaching
environment open to innovations. The 8 Departments
and the Research centers of the University of Bergamo
are strictly intertwined in the town life. They are
grouped in three campuses located in three different
areas:
- Campus of Economics and Law, in the City of
Bergamo, at walking distance from the train station
- Campus of Humanities in the Medieval Upper town
- Campus of Engineering:
* in Dalmine, the industrial outskirts of Bergamo
* inside the science park “Kilometro Rosso”

The University of Bergamo offers:
- 18 bachelor degree courses
- 23 master degree courses (10 taught in English)
- 2 Single-cycle degrees
in the following fields:
- Law
- Engineering
- Economics
- Humanities
- Foreign Languages
- Social Sciences
Contacts:
Università degli Studi di Bergamo
Via San Bernardino 72/e –24122 Bergamo
Tel. +39 035 2052 293 – international.students@unibg.it
en.unibg.it

UN IV E RSIT À D EG L I STU D I D I B RESCIA

The University of Brescia is a young, researchoriented, public university with more than 15.000
students located in a city of art and culture, in one
of the most important industrial and productive
regions in Italy, Lombardy. Unibs' graduates rank
among the first in Italy for employability. Dating
back to the Roman period, Brescia and its province
lie at the heart of the Po Valley, between Milan and
Venice. University of Brescia offers a wide range of
educational programmes in the areas of Economics,
Engineering, Law and Medicine: Bachelor’s and
Master of Science degrees (some taught in English),
10 PhD programmes, postgraduate technical courses,
schools of specialisation. Thanks to 150+ cooperation
agreements worldwide it provides many international
opportunities including exchange programmes, dual
degree programmes, scholarships for studying and
researching abroad and international summer schools.
The University of Brescia has a modern campus with
libraries, IT rooms, accommodation, sports facilities
and a canteen. It also provides high quality services
such as counselling services, scholarships, laboratories
and centres for advanced scientific research.
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The University of Brescia offers:
- 28 bachelor's Degrees (2 partially taught in English)
- 19 Master's degrees (3 entirely taught in English)

- 5 Single-cycle Bachelor’s and Master of Science degrees
Related to the following Departments:
- Economics and Management
- Law
- Civil, Environmental, Architectural Engineering and Mathematics
- Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
- Information Engineering
- Molecular and Translational Medicine
- Clinical and experimental Sciences
- Medical and Surgical Specialties, Radiological Sciences and
Public Health
Contacts:
Università degli Studi di Brescia
Piazza del Mercato 15, 25121 - Brescia - Italy
Tel. +39 0302988.01
internationalstudents@unibs.it – www.unibs.it

UN IV E RSIT À IU L M

Complete and contemporary teaching, which is
marked by an international perspective, is what IULM
offers to dynamic professionals. The future is for those
who manage the change, who combine knowledge
with know-how, for those who are capable of critical
thinking, and who possess emotional intelligence. Since
its inception more 50 years ago, IULM University has
striven to combine cultural education and professional
skills, and indeed it is a place where academia
and the job market converge. That is precisely what
makes IULM stand out, because it complements a
solid academic education with practical experience
thanks to conferences, workshops, partnerships with
companies, and real “hands-on” learning in the field.
Each experience is a unique opportunity to get in
touch with key players in the world of work, allowing
students to develop their professional capabilities,
cognitive abilities and interpersonal skills.
Bachelor’s Degrees (180 ECTS)
Interpreting and Communication / Communication,
Media and Advertising / Corporate Communication
and Public Relations (ENG or ITA) / Tourism,
Management and Culture/ Arts, Media and Cultural
Event/ Fashion and Creative Industries

Master’s Degrees (120 ECTS)
Specialized Translation and Conference Interpreting / Marketing,
Consumption and Communication / Dual Degree in Strategic
Communication (ENG) / Artificial Intelligence for Business and
Society / Television, Cinema and New Media / Art, Valorization
Strategies and the Market / Dual Degree in Hospitality and Tourism
Management (ENG)
And more than 20 one-year Master’s Degrees
International Tourism and Hospitality – MITH (ENG) / Food Design
and Innovation (ENG) / International Communication – MIC (ENG)
/ Communication for International Relations - MICRI (ENG+ITA)
/ International Marketing and Sales Communication (ENG) /
Museology, New Media and Museum Communication (ENG) …
Contacts:
Università IULM
Via Carlo Bo, 1 – 20143 Milano
Mobile +39 3481409742 Phone +39 02891412818
admission@iulm.it – www.iulm.com
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VE N ETO
The cities of the Veneto region are jewels that preserve precious historical and
artistic relics. The region is a rich land, embellished with the enduring stamp of the
Serenissima Republic.
From the mountains to the sea, Veneto boasts six protected nature areas.
Less known than the more popular tourist destinations, these areas continue to
preserve natural wildlife in its original and uncontaminated state.
Among the most beautiful mountains in the world, the Dolomites offer over 400
kilometers of ski runs in the winter, a veritable paradise for skiers, and an exciting
location for a winter holiday!

Treviso
Verona
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Venezia

CA’ FOSC ARI U N IV E RSIT Y OF V EN ICE

Originally established as Italy’s first International
Business School in 1868, Ca’ Foscari University of
Venice is now a public institution offering degree
programs in the humanities, the social sciences and the
hard sciences.
Ca’ Foscari’s excellence in research and teaching is
attested to by the QS World University Rankings, which
place it among the strongest universities in the world in
7 different study areas, including Modern Languages,
History, Economics and Accounting Finance.
Located in Venice, the university offers all of the
advantages of being at the heart of one of Europe’s most
inspiring and dynamic cultural hubs. At the same time, it
fosters a markedly outward-looking atmosphere thanks
to its active role in the global academic community:
Ca’ Foscari brings the world to its campuses thanks
to more than 20 undergraduate and master’s degrees
taught entirely in English, and offers its students access
to it by providing 30+ joint/double degree options and
500+ international exchange agreements. Moreover,
as a public institution with significant government
subsidisation that genuinely believes in making excellent
international education affordable, it keeps tuition low:
three-year undergraduate degrees have annual fees of
1,900 euro while those for two-year master’s degrees
are 2,117 euro.

Courses:
Anthropology, Archaeology, Art, Art and New Technology, Art
History, Banking, Biotechnologies, Business, Business Administration,
Chemistry, Classical, Classical Studies, Communications, Computer
Science, Culture, Economics, English Literature, Environmental
Studies, Finance, Geography, History, Humanities, International
Affairs, International Business, International Relations, International
Studies, Interpreting, Italian Language, Journalism, Liberal Arts,
Linguistic Sciences, Literature, Management, Marketing, Mathematics,
Philosophy, Physics, Environmental Humanities, Digital and Public
Humanities, Engineering Physics, Religious Studies, Social Sciences,
Sociology, Tourism.
Contacts:
Ca' Foscari University
Dorsoduro 3246,
30123 Venice (Italy)
Tel: +39 041 234 7575
prospective.students@unive.it – www.unive.it/english

I ED V E NEZ IA
Istituto Europeo di Design

IED VENEZIA:
Productive Dynamism, International Art and Culture
IED Venezia is going through major changes, including
a change of location.
Starting from October 2020, with the inauguration
of the new academic year 2020/21, IED courses in
Design, Fashion and Communication that have been
active until now in Venice will be held in the new
location of Cà Tron (Treviso).

IED and H-FARM, the most important platform for innovation,
entrepreneurship and training in Italy, have signed an agreement
to pool their distinctive and complementary skills and enhance
their respective strengths. The partnership initiates a process of
cultural exchange that will allow IED to introduce contents focused
on management and entrepreneurship in a highly technological
environment according to H-FARM’s approach. At the same time
H-Farm blends its courses into that creativity IED has built its training
model on.
Keep up with the latest news on ied website www.ied.edu
Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu
www.ied.edu
IED Venezia
sede di Ca' Tron, Via Sile 41 - 31056 Roncade (TV)
Tel. +39 041 2771164
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ISTIT UTO VE N EZI A
Venezia

Since 1998, the Italian language school is located in
the historical centre of Venice, in a well-known Venetian
square, Campo Santa Margherita. It is a meeting
place for students and residents who go shopping in
the beautiful shops of the area or take a break to chat
and drink in the open-air cafés. A historical building
with a wide terrace on the campo hosts the school.
The school is air-conditioned.
Istituto Venezia is the ideal choice for those who are
planning to take an Intensive Italian language course
in Italy. We offer several different options to meet
every possible request.
Every day the school organize activities for the
students. The quality of teaching and of the educational
materials is very important for us. For this reason
the members of our team have all attended special
education seminars and teacher training programmes,
especially the Itals Master Programme (Italian as
second language) at Ca' Foscari University and have
experienced teaching Italian as a foreign language.
Your teachers are always ready to help you, encourage
you and comply with your learning method. Teachers
work as a team and arrange daily meetings in order
to organize the different teaching departments; they
regularly update their teaching material and discuss
and compare different techniques.
Accommodation is a very important part of the study

trip in Italy. This is why Istituto Venezia greatly values its quality
and tries to live up to students' expectations with a variety of offers.
Upon request, the school can arrange a single room in homestay
accommodation. Students can stay with a family in Venice in a
single room with use of kitchen. Usually the guest families are single
people or childless couples. Staying with an Italian family is the best
way to enjoy Italian daily life and improve your language skills.
We can also book a room in the new Santa Marta residence,
few minutes walk from our school. Single or double rooms, all with
private bathroom and kitchenette, spacious, quiet and with a good
natural light, equipped with all the comforts for long or short stays.
Recognized by the Italian Authority for Education.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Istituto Venezia
Dorsoudro 3116a
30123 Venezia Italy
Tel: +39 0415224331
info@istitutovenezia.com – www.istitutovenezia.com

LIN GUA IT

The school was founded in 2002 and is located in the
historical center of Verona, surrounded by all its most
important monuments. In 2000 the whole town was listed
as a World Heritage site by the UNESCO and therefore
studying Italian in Verona means getting to know a cultural
and artistic heritage that is recognized at a worldwide
level. The school premises are in the Volpini-Jenna Palace,
an ancient noble building, which is considered one of the
most beautiful buildings in Verona.
The school interior offers students an inviting modern and
functional environment, equipped with air conditioning and
free Wi-Fi Internet access in all rooms. The small size of the
school allows the entire staff, from secretary to teachers,
to follow each student’s entire stay, devoting a level of
personal attention that goes beyond basic teaching,
making everybody feel at home. An accommodationfinding service is available for all students enrolled who
can choose from host-family rooms, private apartments,
hotels or B&B.
LINGUA IT is member of the national association ASILS
(Associazione Scuole di Italiano come Lingua Seconda)
which guarantees the highest standard of quality of
instruction and services. The school is also a training
center for the CILS Certificate (Università di Siena) and
PLIDA Certificate (Società Dante Alighieri) and internship
partner of the Universities of Verona, Padova, Venezia
and Urbino. LINGUA IT courses are recognized by the
Bildungsurlaub in Germany.
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Courses:
Our courses run all year round and the 6 levels are based on the
Common European Framework of Languages.
The intensive group courses (20 lessons per week) have a maximum of
10 students per class and a minimum attendance of 1 week. We also
offer discounted long terms programs, individual lessons, twin courses,
exam preparation courses and special tailored classes for children,
school groups and companies.
A wide range of cultural activities are weekly scheduled as a perfect
completion to the classroom experience in order to promote language
learning by developing communication skills in a natural and instinctive
manner: guided tours and excursions (LINGUA TOUR), wine & cooking
sessions (LINGUA EAT), music, art, cinema, free-time activities (LINGUA OFF)
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
LINGUA IT – Centro di cultura italiana
Via Emilei, 24 – 37121 Verona – Italia
Tel. +39 045-597-975
info@linguait.it – www.linguait.it
Facebook: www.facebook.com/linguait

MODENA

REGGIO EMILIA

BOLOGNA

Come see the beauty and culture of Italy
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F RIU L I V E NEZ IA G IULI A
Friuli Venezia Giulia is situated in the north-east of Italy. Friuli Venezia Giulia
overlooks the Adriatic Sea and is surrounded by high mountains, enclosing many
different landscapes.
The mountain sceneries are spectacular as well, in the Eastern Dolomites, the
Carnia and the Julian Alps, among lakes, valleys and protected areas.
From its boundary with Veneto up to Monfalcone, the coast is trimmed with
lagoons and has long sandy beaches, with several tourist resorts like famous
Lignano Sabbiadoro.
The great variety of landscapes matches a rich and varied cultural heritage that
was determined by a complex history and by the confluence of different civilizations
in this territory.

Trieste
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ISTIT UTO VE N EZI A
Trieste

Since 2005, the Italian language courses have been
hosted in the former Closter of Santa Maria Maggiore,
in the old town. Trieste is a charming town between
mountain and sea, near the border with Slovenia.
Istituto Venezia is the ideal choice for those who are
planning to take an Intensive Italian language course
in Italy. We offer several different options to meet
every possible request.
Every day the school organize activities for the
students. The quality of teaching and of the educational
materials is very important for us. For this reason
the members of our team have all attended special
education seminars and teacher training programmes,
especially the Itals Master Programme (Italian as
second language) at Ca' Foscari University and have
experienced teaching Italian as a foreign language.
Your teachers are always ready to help you, encourage
you and comply with your learning method. Teachers
work as a team and arrange daily meetings in order
to organize the different teaching departments; they
regularly update their teaching material and discuss
and compare different techniques.

with a variety of offers. Upon request, the school can arrange a
single room in homestay accommodation. Students can stay with
a family in Trieste in a single room with use of kitchen. Usually
the guest families are single people or childless couples. Staying
with an Italian family is the best way to enjoy Italian daily life and
improve your language skills.
Recognized by the Italian Authority for Education.

Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Istituto Venezia
Via del Collegio 6
34121 Trieste Italy
Tel: +39 0415224331
info@istitutovenezia.com – www.istitutovenezia.com

Accommodation is a very important part of the study
trip in Italy. This is why Istituto Venezia greatly values
its quality and tries to live up to students' expectations

PI CCOL A UNIV E RSITÀ ITA L I A NA
Trieste

Piccola Università Italiana’s campus in Northern Italy is
located in Trieste, a fascinating, elegant and effervescent
city. Here students enjoy typical Italian “Riviera flair”,
literary atmosphere and multicultural ambience and
will be fascinated by majestic buildings in neoclassical,
art nouveau, baroque and eclectic style. The school is
located in the heart of the old town in a splendid “palazzo
veneziano” near the famous “Piazza Unità d’Italia”.

- Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education,
University and Research
- Full member of IALC (International Association of
Language Centres)
- Authorized exam centre for CILS and CELI
examinations
Since 27 years, the school is a guarantee for highest
standards of quality and integrity, offering a rich immersive
product for students, educators and affiliate universities.
Course program executed in INHOUSE classes, ONLINE
or in HYBRID modus
- Classical Italian language courses in small groups
with 3 to max. 8 persons (min. age 16 yrs.) for short
term (from 1 week) and long term (Sabbatical, Gap
year and University Preparation Pathways to enter
Higher Education in Italy)
- Cultural and business sector specific courses
- Custom tailored preparatory courses for Italian
exams: CILS, CELI, PLIDA etc.

- Junior summer camp (12 – 17 years)
- Special Opera Programs
- USA Study Abroad Programs with academic credits
Extracurricular program and educational field trips:
A wide culture-, arts- and history program with educational excursions
throughout the area of “Le Venezie” (Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Veneto and
Trento) is part of the experience to discover the numerous UNESCO
World Heritage sites, such as Venice, Aquileia, Cividale, etc.
The city of Trieste offers students with museums, theatres, exhibitions, opera
and concerts with the opportunity to fully immerse in art and culture.
The school is a place of great drive and ambition to succeed, where
people from all over the world meet to immerse, experience authentic
Italian culture first-hand and enjoy Italy at its finest.
Contacts:
Piccola Università Italiana
Via Armando Diaz 16, 34124 Trieste, Italy
Tel.: +39 040 304020 – Skype: piccola.universita.italiana
info@piccolauniversitaitaliana.com – www.piccolauniversitaitaliana.com
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LI GU RI A
A trip through Liguria is a continuous search for hidden corners in a land where
nature’s scent is that of salt and sun. This region is also full of monuments which
appear suddenly and which fascinate the traveller with their amazing beauty.
Ancient defense towers stretch out towards this region’s signature blue sky, small
churches are surrounded by clusters of pine trees and oak or chestnut woods, and
sanctuaries are nestled upon mountain peaks. Miles of inland and sea paths full of
stupendous panoramic views abound here, and traditional Ligurian cooking can
be enjoyed at its many trattorie.
It is a jewel of land suspended between the sky and the sea, where there is always
something new to discover and to love, from its many colorful festivals and fairs, to
its cultural and international sports events.
Genova

Sanremo
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A DO O R TO ITA LY

A DOOR TO ITALY - Italian language school for foreigners
- is based in Genoa, a city overlooking the Gulf of the
Ligurian Sea. The school is located in an elegant nineteenth
century building and offers its students spacious, sunny,
air-conditioned classrooms, a pleasant relaxation and
refreshment area with coffee, soft drinks and snacks,
newspapers and magazines, an Internet point and WiFI
connection, a well-stocked library and a reception always
available to provide tourist and cultural information.
We organize Italian courses for foreigners at all levels (A1 C2) in an ideal melting pot of different languages and cultures.
We offer a wide range of courses, of greater or lesser
intensity, individual lessons, courses for language certifications,
language refresher courses for interpreters of the European
Parliament, sector-specific jargon and language, training and
refresher courses for teachers of Italian L2/LS.
All teachers are professionals, university graduates and
with certifications to teach Italian to foreigners. They
carry out their work with passion using the communicative
method, which motivates the students and encourages
them to speak in a relaxed and pleasant atmosphere.
We also offer real experiences: tasting, culture and travel
tours along with logistics services, selected and varied
accommodations, and finally social activities during leisure
time, with which to discover the city and its surroundings,
more or less famous, such as Cinque Terre and Portofino.
Courses:
- General Italian language courses
- Language plus courses: Italian cinema, Art, cooking,
ceramic, scuba diving, photography, opera.

- Preparatory courses to Italian language certifications: CELI; CILS,
AIL, PLIDA
- Specialist course for interpreters
- Special programs: 50 plus and Family club
For schools and universities we organize:
- Full Italian immersion short term program
- Faculty led and customized program
- Interniship for academic purpose
- Preparation courses for the AP examination of Italian language
knowledge in the US.
The school is officially authorized by the Italian Ministry of Education
Recognized, by the Bildungsurlaub Germany and Recognized by the
CSN Sweden. Official exam centre: CELI, AIL
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
A Door To Italy – Scuola di Italiano
Via dei Santi Giacomo e Filippo 19 – 16122 Genova
Tel: +39 010 2465870
Fax: +39 010 2542240
info@adoortoitaly.com – www.adoortoitaly.com

ACCA D E M IA D I B E L L E A RTI D I SAN REMO

Accademia di Belle Arti di Sanremo is an accredited
Italian Fine Arts Academy offering recognised degree
courses.
Courses are aimed towards enabling students to
successfully launch a career in their chosen field. The
courses offered reflect arts sectors that are in constant
development and the key career prospects offer
students the opportunity to positively contribute to their
local environment (architecture, interior design, digital
graphics, decorative painting). All courses offer solid
employment possibilities which also provide plenty of
scope for further professional growth.
The Academy is active in creating opportunities
for engagement with the local area by promoting
participation in initiatives and events. Students thus
develop experience and an awareness of key issues
in their sector.

COURSES
Three-year courses at the Accademia di Belle Arti di Sanremo issue
recognised qualifications that allow students to continue their studies
at universities in Italy and abroad.
Bachelor’s degrees:
• Interior Architecture and Design
• Graphics and Illustration
• Painting
The list of courses offered is constantly updated. Please visit the
website for more information.

Contacts:
Accademia di Belle Arti di Sanremo
Via Val del Ponte, 34 - 18038 Sanremo (IM) Italy
Tel. 0039 0184668877 - 0184514955
Email: international@accademiabelleartisanremo.it
Website: accademiabelleartisanremo.it/en
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CENTRO STUDI ITALIANI
Genoa

Founded in 1985, Centro Studi Italiani is the first school
for foreigners in the Marche region and one of the most
respected institutions of its type in the world. Ever since
its foundation, the school has provided Italian language
and culture classes to more than 17,000 students from all
over the world. The school’s headquarters are in Urbania
(Marche) with a branch in Milan.
Centro Studi Italiani offers all levels of Italian courses
for students of all ages, from grammar to conversation
classes for the absolute beginner to literature courses
for the extremely advanced. The programs are therefore
flexible, adaptable, varied, rich and unique. Classes
are intentionally small to allow students to best relate to
each other while enjoying personalized and individual
attention from faculty.
Examination center for CILS certification. Housing is
available in comfortable fully furnished apartments or
with host families.
LANGUAGE
• Online courses (group courses and private classes)
• Study holidays for adults and juniors
• Courses for Italian teachers abroad
• Courses for CILS examinations
• One-to-one / for two people / small groups / tailor
made programs
CULTURE
• History of art, Italian history and literature
• Cooking and wine tastings
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EXCURSIONS
• Escorted tours / trips throughout Italy
• Tailor made cultural theme trips
VISUAL ARTS PROGRAMS
• Painting, ceramics, fresco, mosaics, sculpture
PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAMS
• Italian language & operatic repertoire programs
SPECIAL PROGRAMS & PROJECTS
• Short travel courses
• Immersion courses
• Faculty led programs
• Summer study abroad programs
• International internships
• Pathway and foundation year courses for higher education in Italy
• International travel culinary programs
• Semester study abroad

Contacts:
Centro Studi Italiani
Via Edilio Raggio 1/3 - 16124 Genoa, Italy - Tel. +39 010-8909035
genova@centrostuditaliani.org - www.centrostuditaliani.org

What are you waiting for? Come study in Italy!
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E M I L I A ROM AG NA
“Sleeping in Castles, Eating in Castles”: A presentation of all the castles in this
region that offers services to those who love wine, food, and unique places… or
for those who need to organize lunches or banquets.
Emilia Romagna – The sites, the parks and the museums represent its archeological
heritage, from the villages of Terramare through to the Etrurians, and the Romans
up to the Byzantines.
The Emilia Romagna region is a friendly territory. This “land with a soul” offers
visitors numerous places rich with rare art treasures to be discovered. If one wishes
to travel throughout the entire region, we suggest visiting its institutional sites, which
work as a starting point on getting to know the people, nature, art and spirit of
this territory.
Reggio Emilia
Modena
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Bologna

CULT UR A ITA L I A NA
Bologna

Cultura Italiana (1980) is devoted to promoting Italian
language and culture in the prestigious Palazzo
Pepoli, (XIV c.). Total immersion in an authentic Italian
environment is possible at Cultura Italiana, because
there is no interference from other languages. In a few
weeks all are able to communicate in an authentic Italian
way (not like a tourist). We teach only Italian with a high
degree of specilization, not other languages. We do not
want to blend the languages together. An average 950
people attend our school every year, with an average
weekly participation of 72 people. Cultura Italiana cooperates with the city authorities, with Bologna University
and Siena University. It is the only school in Bologna of
its kind specilising exclusively in teaching Italian.

1. Intensive courses (25 lessons of 45 minutes/week, 6-12 students/
class, 10 hours/ week extracurricular activities and 10 hours homework
with tutor). These consist of learning Italian following the European
Framework. There are 10 levels (4 basic, 4 intermediate, 2 higher).

Our courses are especially convenient in terms of costbenefit ratio. They enable the student to achieve a
solid grasp of the language in a short time. Students
of elementary, intermediate and advanced levels are
introduced into the use of Italian from the first day of their
course. They are involvead to speak finding their own way.
In the intermediate and advanced levels, the teachers will
help the students to widen their knowledge of the Italian
language, so every day it is broader and deeper.

Contacts:
Cultura Italiana
Via Castiglione, 4 – 40124 Bologna
Tel. +39 051 228003 +39 335 217893 - info@culturaitaliana.it
www.culturaitaliana.eu

2. Specially Designed Courses:
– Cooking (www.bolognacucina.it), – Wine, – Afternoon - Evening
Courses for Long-term Students (2 classes/week), – Individual, – Lessons
on line, – Classical singers, – Business, – Marketing, -Industry, – Erasmus
students, – Tourism, – Art history, – Italian Literature, – Architecture, –
Medicine, – Translation, – Cils preparation and exam, – Ditals, – Celi.
Member of ASILS

Classes are held by professional teachers. Each student
will be catered for in accordance with his or her interests
and needs.

I AAD - T H E ITA L I A N U N IV E RSIT Y FO R D ESI GN
Bologna

IAAD - the Italian University for Design was founded in
1978 in Turin and, after more than 40 years of activity,
it has grown becoming one of the main poles of higher
education in Italy and Europe. It is an incubator of
talents able to promote an interdisciplinary vision of
design and to provide students with the necessary
tools to be an active and constructive part of the
change that characterizes contemporary society.
Thanks to the agreement with the French group AD
Education, today IAAD is part of a network consisting
of 10 universities, 30 seats (2 in Italy, 2 in Spain
and 26 in France), more than 10,700 students, 750
instructors, all operating within an integrated teaching
system composed of over 90 majors of study between
Bachelors and Masters Degrees.
High didactic standards, a teaching staff consisting
primarily of professionals, an organic relationship with
the business world and an accurate job search service
are the successful elements for rapid postgraduate
placement that now reaches 90% within a year of
completing academic studies. IAAD’s Job Placement
Service manages relationships with over 5,000
companies interested in bringing students into their
organizations.

Courses
IAAD presents post-Diploma educational training divided in seven
First Level Academic Diploma courses: Transportation design, Interior
design, Textile & Fashion design, Product design, Communication
design, Digital Communication design and Social Innovation design.
As regards the Master courses, IAAD offers three different
specializations: Transportation design, New Media Communication
and Innovation design.

Contacts:
IAAD - The Italian University for Design
3/i, via Jacopo Barozzi - 40126 Bologna
+39 051 63 90 656
orientamento@iaad.it
www.iaad.it
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REG GIO L INGUA
Reggio Emilia

Reggio Lingua is a specialized language center for
teaching Italian language. The school is located in
the beautiful historic centre of Reggio Emilia, ideal
city for learning Italian, outside the world of tourism,
easy to get around by any means of transportation,
with plenty of social life and recreational activities for
leisure time. We organize Italian language courses for
groups, individuals, and businesses, as well as for high
school and university groups, homestay programs at
the teacher’s home, and Italian language courses in
preparation for the CELI and CILS exams.
In order to bring the student into closer contact with
Italian reality and everyday life, Reggio Lingua
conducts a range of educational activities away from
the classroom. Carried out under the guidance of a
tutor, these activities encourage students to use their
Italian in a practical satisfying manner by learning new
words and linguistic structures to be put immediately
into practice in day-to-day situations. Participants
soon become familiar with the artistic heritage and
cultural traditions of Italy and together explore the
most characteristic places, and the way of life, of the
city they are staying in.

Italian language classes in small groups:
- Standard and intensive courses
- Preparatory courses for CELI and CILS exams
- Senior 50+ courses
- Group and one-to-one online Skype lessons
Special Italian Language Programs:
- Homestay programs at the teacher’s home
- Cookery courses
- Talking and Tasting (Visits to local wine, cheese, ham and balsamic
vinegar producers)
- Study Abroad programs for schools and universities
- Special programs focusing on Early Childhood Education
(Reggio Approach)
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Reggio Lingua
Viale dei Mille n.2 – 42121 Reggio Emilia
Tel./Fax +39 0522 454777 – Skype: reggiolingua
Cell. +39 340 8537630, +39 353 4098450
info@reggiolingua.it – www.reggiolingua.it

ROM A NIC A
Modena

Romanica is the school for the study of the Italian
language in Modena, the town of Luciano Pavarotti,
Ferrari and the Romanesque Cathedral, masterpiece
of the world.
Romanica is located in the historic centre: its classrooms
decorated with frescoes are the point of departure
from which students will discover the everyday rhythms
of this beautiful and liveable city.
Since 1998 Romanica offers courses to students
of all ages, as well as a wide variety of activities.
Romanica’s cultural program keeps the students busy
for 8 additional hours each week: excursions, seminars
about Italian culture, gastronomy, wine, movies, visits
to Balsamic Vinegar, Lambrusco, Parmigiano, Ferrari,
Casa-Museo Pavarotti…
Romanica, recognized by the Italian Ministry of the
Public Instruction, is CILS, CELI and AIL examination
centre and DITALS training and examination centre for
the teaching of Italian.
Standard courses:
Intensive group courses 20 hours weekly
Semi-intensive group courses 10 hours weekly
Full time courses
Individual courses
Small group courses
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Special Courses:
CILS, CELI, AIL preparation exams
Training for teachers of Italian foreign language and DITALS exams
Courses of Italian for specific purposes
Courses for children
Special weeks for junior students’ group and senior students’ group
Cultural courses:
cooking, melodrama, arts, theater
Professional teachers specialized in the teaching of Italian foreign
language; free didactic material constantly reviewed and updated
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
ROMANICA
Via Castel Maraldo 45
41121 Modena
Tel. +39 059 245651 – Fax +39 059 433244
scuola@romanica.it – www.romanica.it
https://www.facebook.com/romanica.accademiaitaliana

PISA

FIRENZE

AREZZO

VIAREGGIO

SIENA
MONTELPULCIANO

Italy's views will leave you speechless
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TOSC A NA
Very few places in the world can boast an artistic legacy so deeply rooted in
territory and popular culture as Tuscany.
We invite you to discover this supreme land of art and civilization, which today
continues to be a sought-after place of inspiration for numerous Italian and
foreign artists.
The countless testimonies of art in Tuscany indeed narrate a story as articulate and
complex as it is unique and unrepeatable, starting at the dawn of civilization and
continuing endlessly to the present day.

Viareggio
Pisa

Firenze
Arezzo
Siena

Montepulciano
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ACCA D E M IA D E L CI N E MA
New York Film Academy

The New York Film Academy College of Visual &
Performing Arts (NYFA) is one of the most hands-on,
intensive performing and visual arts schools in the
world! Established in 1992, NYFA was built on the
philosophy of learning by doing through a uniquely
designed curriculum encouraging students to see
themselves as filmmakers and performers.
The NYFA Academy in Florence, Italy is located in
a renovated renaissance building in the heart of
Florence across the street from Le Cappelle Medicee.
In addition to studying under professionals and
working with state-of-the-art equipment, students get to
explore the many sights and sounds of Florence and
are encouraged to use the city as a backdrop for their
original films and performances.
After studying at the NYFA Academy in Florence,
students can then choose to continue their studies in
New York, Los Angeles or South Beach, Miami.

Programs offered in Florence, Italy include:

- Filmmaking - 1 semester (13 credits), 8-week (6 credits), 6-week (4
credits), 4-week (3 credits), 3-week (2 credits), & 1-week (1 credit)*
- Acting for Film - 1 semester (17 credits), 8-week (6 credits), 4-week (3
credits), 3-week (2 credits), & 1-week (1 credit)*
*For U.S. regional accreditation please visit our website
nyfa.edu/programs/study-abroad.php

Contacts:
Accademia Del Cinema - New York Film Academy
Piazza San Lorenzo, 2, Florence, IT
Tel. +39 055 238 2295
italy@nyfa.edu | www.nyfa.edu

ACCAD E M IA D E L G I G L I O
Italian Language, Art and Culture.

Since 1995 Accademia del Giglio has been a
private school which is specifically aimed at helping
international students to learn drawing and painting
techniques, gain proficiency in the Italian language
and understand many aspects of Italian culture.
The school has its premises in a 19th century building in
the very heart of Florence.
Our school is officially authorized by the Italian Ministry
of Education and accredited by several American and
European schools and universities.
Courses take place all year round. Classes are small
to maximise learning. Average number of students: 8.
Short-term and long-term courses in Drawing and
Painting techniques (from 1 week to 2 years).
Intensive Art seminars and workshops:
- Sketchbook in Florence and landscape/cityscape;
- Portrait and Self-portrait;
- Life Drawing;
- Sanguine, charcoal and other classical
drawing techniques;
- Watercolour;
- Fresco;
- Oil Painting;
- Trompe l’oeil;
- Sculpture with clay and plaster;
- Decoration;

- Art in the museums;
- Floral and Animal Painting;
- Illustration;
- Lino printing;
- Costumes and drapery;
- En plein air Painting in Tuscany;
- Acrylic painting;
- Cityscape and architecture;
- Tempera and Renaissance techniques;
- Abstract painting.
Seminars on History of Italian Art and of Italian Fashion.
Tailored programmes for school groups.
Term and semester combined programmes of Italian + Fine Arts.
Contacts:
Accademia del Giglio
Via Ghibellina, 116 – 50122 Firenze, ITALIA
Tel.: +39 351 2754681 (also WhatsApp)
info@adg.it – www.adg.it
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ACCA D E M IA EU ROPEA D I F I R E NZE
(AEF) Scuola delle Arti, della Lingua e della Cultura Italiana

ABOUT
The Accademia Europea di Firenze is a School of
Italian Arts, Language and Culture. Housed in the
beautiful Palazzo Niccolini, AEF is located in the heart
of Florence, halfway between the Duomo and Piazza
San Marco. Students attend classes in this historical
Renaissance building, but the city itself becomes the
“classroom” where students can immerse themselves
into the Florentine life.
STUDY. LEARN. LIVE.
Deeply rooted in Italian history and culture, but
compliant with European academic standards, AEF
has three main strengths: a highly qualified faculty
and staff, an experiential learning approach, and an
international community of students and artists from
all over the world, who share classes and experiences
such as visits to museums and other places of
interest, concerts, performances, cultural activities,
and community engagement opportunities. At AEF,
students are not tourists, but citizens of Florence. The
AEF team is ready to support, guide, and assist all
students throughout their stay in Florence to assure
they have the most rewarding, transformative, and
positive experience possible.

ACADEMICS
AEF offers a wide range of opportunities for international students who
want to immerse themselves into the arts and culture of Italy and Florence:
• Courses of Italian Language, Culture, Art, Music, Voice, and Dance
• Online Italian Language classes to give students an opportunity to
join the AEF community from home
• Certificate Programs in Voice and Opera, Drawing and Painting,
Dance, and Italian Language and Culture
• Study Abroad Semester and 4-week Summer and Winter Programs
in Liberal, Performing Arts and Italian Culture, with Elon University
(NC) serving as School of Record
• Joint Academic Programs
• Official testing center for CILS Exam
• Scholarship Opportunities
Contacts:
Accademia Europea di Firenze
Via Cavour, 37 - 50129 Firenze
Tel. +39 055 211599
info@aefirenze.it – www.aefirenze.it

ACCA D E M IA ITA L I A NA
Arte Moda Design

The Accademia Italiana Arte Moda Design is an
international art and design institute with campuses in
Florence and Rome. Founded in 1984, the Accademia
Italiana was the first Florentine school of art, fashion
and design operating on an international level,
accepting students from all over the world and from
every region in Italy.
The bachelor’s degree and master’s programs are
accredited by the Italian Ministry for Universities and
Research (MIUR). Today it ranks as one of the most
qualified European institutes of artistic and professional
training.
Graduates of the Accademia Italiana currently
occupy important roles in design industries worldwide
and have received substantial recognition in their
professional fields.
The Accademia Italiana offers a unique study abroad
experience for US university students, who can
study design at all levels together with Italian and
international students from more than 70 different
countries. An extensive list of liberal arts and studio art
courses is also available to study abroad students at
both campuses. The Accademia Italiana offers study
abroad programs in the fall and spring semesters, the
summer and for a full academic year.
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COURSES
Florence: Liberal Arts, Studio Arts, Bachelor’s degrees and masters
programs in Fashion Design, Interior and Product Design, Graphic
Design and in Photography.
Rome: Liberal Arts, Studio Arts, Bachelor’s degree and masters
programs in Fashion Design, Interior and Product Design, Jewelry
Design and Photography.
Contacts:
Accademia Italiana
Piazza Pitti 15 — 50125 Florence, Italy
tel. +39 055 284616
study@ai-it.it / www.accademiaitaliana.com
Accademia Italiana
Piazza della Radio 46 — 00146 Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 68809333
study@ai-it.it — www.accademiaitaliana.com

ACCA D E M IA RI ACI
Accademia d’Arte, Disegno, Arte della Cucina

Accademia Riaci is an Academy of Art, Design and Culinary
Arts founded in 1983 in the heart of Florence.
Live the Past, Create the Future
The faculty is top artists determined to inspire next
generation of artists. Students are encouraged to
develop, refine, and expand techniques and creativity to
lead the future of each artistic field.
Classics to Ultramodern
From traditional/classical to the most advanced designs
and techniques are learned through numerous hours of
hands-on training, with emphasis on quality rather than
quantity.
Tailored Instruction
Just like how Leonardo Da Vinci taught his followers,
learning in a close relationship between the teacher and
each student is achieved by small student-professor ratio
(max.8).
Promise of Success
A combination of solid technical foundation, business
perspective and practical experience results in a
promise of success. The curriculum, therefore, includes
market research and business analysis. Students enjoy
chances to blush up their skills through specialized
Internship.

Majors:

Accademia Riaci

Jewelry Making/Design
Bag Making/Design
Shoe Making/Design
Leather Art
Interior Design
Furniture Design/Making
Interior Coordination
Industrial Design
Graphic Design
Web Design
Illustration
Advertisement Design

Fashion/Textile Design
Fashion Business/Marketing
Design Management
Event management
Art Management
Drawing and Painting
Sketch
Fresco Painting
Painting Restoration
Art History
Ceramics
Sculpture

Glass Art
Wood Carving
Culinary Arts for Professional
Culinary Arts for Amateur
Restaurant Management
Italian Language
Professional Interpretation
Business Courses in Italian
Preparation Course for
Accademia di Belle Arti

Courses: Master course / One year course / Semester course / Atelier course /
Specialty course / Short course / Intensive course / Summer course / Internship
* Taught in Italian with interpreter in English / Spanish / Chinese / Japanese
and other languages

Contacts:
Accademia Riaci
Via de’ Conti, 4 – 50123 – Firenze – Italy
Tel. +39 055 289831 – Fax. +39 055 212791
accademiariaci@accademiariaci.info – www.accademiariaci.info

ALCH IM IA
Contemporary Jewellery School in Firenze

Alchimia Contemporary Jewellery School in Firenze was
founded in 1998 and directed by Lucia Massei. The school
has two locations: the main building in Piazza Piattellina
and the exclusive Master studio, a minute walking from
the school headquarter, in via San Giovanni.
The school’s philosophy is to provide students an
innovative lab of creative thought, rooted in a deep
understanding of traditional goldsmith techniques.The
school’s annual course program, taken in sequence or
individually, permits students to develop an awareness of
their own creative expression, as well as the contemporary
professional standards.
The academic courses offered by Alchimia are accredited
by the European Accreditation Board of Higher Education
Schools (E.A.B.H.E.S.), an organisation that allows all of
our students to obtain a European Bachelor’s degree and
a European Master’s degree. This accreditation validates
the quality of the educational content of the courses
offered by Alchimia.
Short-term intensive courses with open enrollment dates yearround offer customized study programs in contemporary
jewellery to both beginning and advanced level students.
In complement to the annual and intensive programs,
evening or weekend courses and specialized workshops
led by international artists and designers concentrate on
specific techniques or conceptual ideas.

Accademic Courses (September – July)
- BFA: Bachelor of Fine Arts, Major in Contemporary Jewellery (twoyear program)
- MFA: Master of Fine arts, Major in Contemporary Jewellery and
Cultural Identity (2-year program)
Annual courses (September-July)
- JTF: Jewellery Training Foundation (one year)
- JTA: Jewellery Training Advanced (one year)
Intensive Courses (year-round, from two weeks up to 6 months)
Weekend Courses (year-round)
Workshops
(one or two weeks, summer and periodically throughout the year)
Contacts:
Alchimia, contemporary jewellery school in Firenze
Piazza Piattellina, 3/r – 50124 – Firenze – Italy
Tel./Fax +39 055 2396154
info@alchimia.it – www.alchimia.it
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ANG E L AC AD E MY OF A RT
Florence

The Angel Academy of Art, Florence, offers an intensive
three-year programme in traditional drawing and
painting. The curriculum is designed to produce the
highest calibre of professional artists, equipped to be
leaders in the renaissance of classic, Realist painting.
The programme is based on the system that taught the
Old Masters, as well as on the 19th-century academies
and ateliers. Sight size is used to teach the student how to
render the illusion of form, taught also are the old-master
methods of comparative measurement, mass drawing,
gesture and paint application, so the student learns to
properly draw as opposed to simply copying nature.
Each of our courses cover techniques instrumental to
mastering Realism in drawing and painting, offering the
unique experience of learning as the Old Masters did
and in the heart of Florence.
We accommodate students at all levels including the
non-experienced as no portfolio, or previous experience,
is required.

Intensive Course in Portait Painting - 4 weeks
Two starting dates each trimester. 30 hours of study per week Monday
to Friday. Students from any level are appropriately challenged
to make significant strides towards mastering the skills needed for
exceptional portrait paintings.
Summer Workshops - 1 and 2 weeks
Annually from mid-June through July. 25-30 hours of study per week.
Choose from Portrait, Live Model and more. Workshops offer the
ideal mix of instruction and practice challenging and supporting
students at all levels.
Our state-of-the-art, temperature-controlled, and clean-air studios,
offer optimum comfort during the summer months.
Contacts:
Angel Academy of Art, Florence
Via Nardo di Cione 10 - 50121 Florence, Italy
Tel./ Fax +39 055 2466737 (Office hours Mon-Fri 9-13)
www.angelacademyofart.com - info@angelacademyofart.com
Follow us on: Facebook, Twitter and Instagram (@angelacademyofart)

COURSES:
Diploma Programme - 3 years
Start at the beginning of the Fall, Winter and Spring
trimesters. 30 hours of study per week Monday
to Friday. The precise methodology systematically
develops students’ skills. Time can be spent beyond the
Diploma Programme to further develop an inventory.

CEN T RO ITAL I A N O F I R E N ZE

From Italian Language, to Art, Photography and the Crafts
Centro Italiano Florence is not only a school of Italian
language and culture for foreign students, but also a
Cultural Centre, aimed at both Italians and foreigners,
that offers learning opportunities which can enhance
competitive professional profiles in the workplace.
Professional staff for every area of study, at your disposal
Sessions with professionals of all types: Photographers,
Graphic Designers, Painters, Video Makers and
Craftspeople, will enable you to study a variety of
subjects in-depth, promoting personal growth, and job
opportunities.
The classes at Centro Italiano take place in a historic
building, in the tree-lined Piazza D’Azeglio. Two minutes
from the school, the S. Ambrogio district, with its old food
and flea markets. It’s an area that has maintained its own
identity, away from the flow of group tourism.
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Our Italian language courses offer great flexibility and variety, in order to
satisfy all your possible needs. They are individual or in a group, and can be
adapted to groups of different ages and language competence. We offer
courses for all language levels, support for CILS exams, and internships.
Our Italian language courses are also accessible to a public that does not
reside in the city for a long time, studying short and private proposals. The
offer has been extended to artistic and craft productions, with a practical
approach inside artisan laboratories. We also offer professional courses
in Photography, Advertising Graphics and Video Production.
Centro Italiano Firenze is official examination center for CILS certification.
The school is recognized by Italian Ministry of University, our Italian
language lessons, Photography and Art seminars are recognized as
educational activities by the Tuscan Regional School Office.
Member of ASILS
Contacts:
Centro Italiano Firenze
Piazza D’Azeglio 20, 50121 Firenze
Tel. 055 0118558
info@centroitalianofirenze.it

CENTRO M AC H I AV E L L I
Italian Language and Culture for foreigners in the center of Florence

Certifications and Accreditations Official recognition
of the Italian Ministry of Education (Prot. N° 3762).
Quality Certification (ISO 9001:2015, ISO29990:2010
for informal learning pathways).
Recognized consultancy and training organization
for lifelong learning accredited by the Region of
Tuscany, Italy.
Centro Machiavelli was founded in 1978. The school
is member of ASILS and ITALSCHOOLS, a network
of Italian language schools from Florence, Rome,
Milan, Venice and Trieste. Our defining characteristic
is the care and attention, which we dedicate to each
of the participants of our courses, to their motivation
and to the satisfaction of their expectations. The
atmosphere in the school is informal as required
when communication is aimed at specific relational
purposes. Our students come from all over the world,
this enhances the chances of communicating in Italian,
and it makes mental flexibility and creativity a must for
the teachers, in organizing the lessons, in the use of
the teaching material and in the activities undertaken.
Additionally, it’s possible to combine the language
courses with a practical learning in a company, linked
to your professional field of interest: fashion, design,
architecture, cooking/eno-gastronomy, craftsmanship,
artistic crafts, cultural and touristic promotion and

welcome, import-export and other fields that match your skills and
professional aspirations.
Courses:
- Short and Long Term Italian Language Courses
- History of Art Courses
- “Firenze nell’Arte” program: practical courses in artists’ studios
and artisans’ workshop
- Courses for Opera lovers and singer
- Courses for cooking lovers and professionals
Member of ASILS
Contacts:
Centro Machiavelli
Via dei Bardi 28 - 50125 Firenze
Tel. +390552396966
school@centromachiavelli.it – www.centromachiavelli.it

CU LTUR A ITA L I A NA A R EZZO

Cultura Italiana Arezzo is the only school in Arezzo
specialized exclusively in teaching Italian. The school
is located in the heart of the city, in a pedestrian
area full of shops, cafés and restaurants. Arezzo is
one of the most beautiful towns of Tuscany but never
feels crowded and is about half the price. Here it’s
easy to meet genuine people who will be delighted
to speak Italian with foreigners. The city maintains its
medieval flavour and long established traditions, such
as La Giostra del Saracino and La Fiera Antiquaria.
The activities organized by the school are fundamental
and allow the students to make the most of their
language course. They include guided tours of the city,
film projections, outings to interesting villages in the
province, wine tastings as well as visits to craftsmen.
The school offers cooking lessons and seminars about
Italian literature, art history, cinema.
Courses:
We organize Italian language courses into one, two,
three, four, or more weeks. Classes begin each week,
on Monday morning. Based on your knowledge of the
language, you are assigned to a group of your level. All
the teachers are experienced graduates qualified to teach
Italian as a foreign language. The courses are divided
in 6 different levels according to the CEFR (Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages).

STANDARD COURSES:
Intensive courses
Private lessons
Semi-private lessons
Afternoon and evening courses (twice or four times a week)
Lessons on Skype
Bildungsurlaub
Family Programs
Preparation of the CILS exams
COMBINED COURSES:
Language and Fresco/Watercolor painting
Language and Art history
Language and Trekking
Language and Cooking
Language and Music/Classical Singing
Language and Goldsmith’s art/Sculpture
Contacts:
Member of ASILS

Cultura Italiana Arezzo
Corso Italia, 258 52100 Arezzo Italy
Tel 0039 0575355755
www.culturaitalianaarezzo.it
Skype:cultura.italiana.arezzo – info@culturaitalianaarezzo.it
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ESE F LO R E NC E
European School of Economics

Study in Italy for a British Degree!
‘Build within you what you want outside. You can win the
game of Life only if you master yourself’ -Elio D’Anna, ESE
Founder and President
The European School of Economics is an award winning,
private international Business School offering unique
undergraduate and postgraduate degree programmes,
internationally recognised and validated by our UK
partner the University of Chichester, as well as a selection
of short certificate courses covering a wide range of
business sectors.
In today’s competitive job market, young professionals
require assistance to make their professional dreams
a reality. ESE aims to guide students in identifying their
career path through personalized internship placements
worldwide, as well as workshops, guest lectures and
company visits.
Thanks to its strong international character, pragmatic
business approach and the focus on self-development
and employability, ESE graduates are amongst the most
competitive business professionals on the market.
The ESE Florence centre is situated in the heart of the
city, steps away from Ponte Vecchio. As the birthplace
of the Italian Renaissance, people travel from all over
the world to experience Florentine art and culture, but
Florence is also a notable historic centre of trade, finance
and banking, making it the perfect location to study
international business.

Undergraduate
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in Business Administration, specialisations in Management,
Marketing, Finance, Media & Communications, Sports Management;
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in International Economics & Political Science; Bachelor
(BA Hons) in Organisational Communication & Media Management
Postgraduate
Master of Science (MSc) in Management, Marketing, Finance, Digital
Marketing; Master of Science (MSc) and Postgraduate Certificates
(PG Certificates): Fashion and Luxury Goods Management, Luxury
Real Estate Management, Luxury Hospitality and Events Management,
Luxury with Yacht Management, MBA Film Production
Short Certificate Courses
Arts & Culture Management, Entrepreneurship & Leadership, Management,
Events Management, Marketing, Music Management, The Business of Architecture
Summer Programmes
Contacts:
ESE Florence
Borgo S Apostoli 19, 50123 Florence, Italy
Tel.: +39 055 217050
ese.firenze@uniese.it – www.ese.ac.uk

EU ROPASS
Teachers Academy and Italian Language Courses

• Europass Teacher Academy:
Europass offers a unique opportunity for teachers from
around the world to exchange best practices, grow
their skill set, discover innovative teaching and learning
strategies for greater student achievement and family
engagement.
Europass is the largest European provider of Professional
Development Courses for Teachers with almost 7000
participants per year.
The Academies offer short term (1 or 2 week) courses for
teachers in more than 20 cities, in 15 different European
countries.
• Europass Italian Language School:
Europass is the most vibrant and joyful Italian Language
School in Florence and online!
Whether you want to learn Italian online or you’re looking
for a learning holiday, Europass has something for you!
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TEACHER ACADEMY COURSES
Arts and Wellbeing, Classroom Management, Creativity and Soft Skills, CLIL
and Languages, ICT, School Innovation
ITALIAN LANGUAGE SCHOOL COURSES
Group and Private courses in Florence, Group and Private courses
online, Self-paced online courses
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Europass SRL
Via Sant’Egidio, 12
50122 Firenze, Italy
europass@europass.it
www.teacheracademy.eu
www.europassitalian.com

I ED F I R E NZ E
Istituto Europeo di Design

IED FIRENZE: from a great past the inspiration to the future
IED Firenze is a contemporary space of 2400 square
meters located right in the city center: between
Brunelleschi dome and the palace of Cassa di Risparmio
di Firenze, one of the most important contemporary
works by the architect Giovanni Michelucci.

IED Firenze offers Undergraduate, Masters, Summer, Semester and
Academic Year courses in Italian and English in the fields of:
Arts and Culture, Design, Events and Experience Design, Fashion and
Accessories Design, Fashion Marketing and Management, Fashion
Styling and Communication, Graphic Design and Advertising,
Interior Design, as well as various Continuing Education courses

In a cultural and productive international context, IED
Firenze trains young creatives who, with passion and
enthusiasm, can realize their dreams and design the
products and shapes of the future. IED Firenze pays
great attention to valorization of the Tuscan territory
and the merging of different cultures, to generate a
successful relation between high craftsmanship and
industry that translates into an important fusion of
ancient knowledge and contemporary. A relationship
enhanced by strong connections between IED and
Tuscan industrial districts. Tuscany, in fact, hosts leading
companies in fashion: from Gucci to Ferragamo and
Prada but also industrial excellence like Piaggio and
important design brands.

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu - www.ied.edu
IED Firenze
Via M. Bufalini 6/r 50122 Firenze
Tel. +39 055 29821

I L SASSO
Scuola di Italiano – Montepulciano

For a great many reasons, Montepulciano, half way
between Florence and Rome, is an ideal place for an
Italian language school. It is located on the top of a hill,
surrounded by vineyards and olive groves with one of
those views which has made Tuscany famous the world
over. The peace and quiet are ideal for a study holiday of
Italian language far from bustling town centres.
The Italian Language School Il Sasso is recognized by the
Ministry of Education and ISO 9001- 2015 certified. It is a
small to medium size school (about 500 students per year)
with a high standard of quality. Students are of every age
group and come from all parts of the globe. The school
was founded in 1983 by a group of teachers who are still
there, running it with professionalism and passion.
The school is located in an historic building in the heart
of the town. It has 8 large, airy classrooms, a conference
hall and a terrace with a lovely panoramic view – a
favorite place for students to take their class breaks
during the summer. There is also a free Internet point and
free WiFi access.
The students can study or watch a film at the school at
any time throughout the day. In addition, the school offers
its students the chance to pass their afternoons together
through a wide variety of excursions and activities –
guided tours, wine, olive oil and cheese tastings, cooking
lessons, walks in the country.

Language Courses:
The courses generally run for two weeks, however, it is possible to
attend for one week only or for periods longer than two weeks: group
standard, standard+, intensive, individual tuition, preparation for
certificates.
Culture Courses:
The language program is complemented by a program of cultural
courses covering a wide range of topics: Italian Literature, Italian history,
Italy Today, Speaking about Wine, Art Walks, Italian Renaissance.

Contacts:
Scuola di Italiano “Il Sasso”
Via di Gracciano nel Corso, 2 – 53045 – Montepulciano – Siena
Tel. +39 0578 758311 – Fax +39 0578 757547
Skype: ilsassomontepulciano
info@ilsasso.com – www.ilsasso.com
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I NFLOR E NC E ACA D E MY

InFlorence Academy (previously known as Eurocentres
Firenze) has over 60 years of experience in teaching
the Italian language and culture to students from all
over the world. Our school is located in the prestigious
Palazzo Guadagni, overlooking the beautiful Piazza
Santo Spirito.
InFlorence Academy has eleven classrooms, library,
lecture room, student lounge and sun terrace. Teaching
is of a very high standard and a variety of innovative
approaches and methodologies are applied.
The school is a member of the international quality
organization EAQUALS and undergoes regular
inspections. The school is also officially recognised by
the Italian Ministry of Education.
Cultural Courses:
InFlorence Academy offers a range of cultural courses
which students can combine with their language
studies: Italian Art History; Cucina Italiana; Acting
and Directing; Fashion Design; Drawing and Painting;
Italian Opera; etc.
Italian Langauge Courses:
Our Standard Italian course is designed to help you
develop all aspects of your Italian language skills.
Lessons take place in the morning allowing you to
organise your own programme in the afternoon.

Our Language and Culture Intensive course allows you to focus on
and improve your language, putting into practice specific Italian
language skills in a variety of contexts.
Examinations:
InFlorence Academy is an official exam centre for the CELI Italian
Language Certificate issued by the University for Foreigners in
Perugia.
The school also runs DITALS preparation courses for those wishing
to take the exam offered by the University for Foreigners in Siena.

Contacts:
InFlorence Academy
Palazzo Guadagni, Piazza Santo Spirito 9
50125 Florence, Italy
Tel. +39 055 213030
info@inflorenceacademy.it – www.inflorenceacademy.it

ISI FLO R E NC E
International Studies Institute

Internationally recognized for the high caliber of its
faculty and a wide range of excellent student services,
ISI Florence provides an educationally stimulating
program in a friendly and safe environment. True to its
extraordinary setting in the cradle of the Renaissance,
ISI Florence provides an ideal framework for students
to hone their skills and enrich their desire for learning
– all an integral part of the life-changing experience
of studying abroad.
ISI Florence’s headquarters is the famous Palazzo
Rucellai. Designed by Leon Battista Alberti (one of
the most illustrious Florentine humanists) in the 1450s,
Palazzo Rucellai is universally acknowledged as a
Renaissance landmark.
A ten-minute walk away is Palazzo Bargagli, our other
major facility, very close to Piazza Santa Croce. A
four-story building, Palazzo Bargagli was completely
refurbished and modernized in 2009.
ISI Florence provides a diversified curriculum
incorporating Italy’s numerous cultural and educational
resources. To this purpose, ISI Florence offers a wide
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variety of extra- and co-curricular activities (including internships
and volunteer opportunities) alongside its rich academic program.
True to its mission, ISI Florence maintains a faculty of scrupulously
selected professors, all with PhDs, who are both engaging teachers
and excellent scholars.
In addition to its regular courses embracing all of the humanities,
ISI Florence offers courses in architecture, art history, business,
communication, history, Italian language and literature, photography,
political science, STEM studies, sociology, and studio arts.

Contacts:
ISI Florence
Via della Vigna Nuova, 18 – 50122 Firenze – Italy
Tel. +39 055 2645910 – Fax 055 2646721
info@isiflorence.org – www.isiflorence.org

ISTIT UTO AM E RI CA N O
The American Language Center of Florence

Istituto Americano - The American Language Center of
Florence - was founded in 1959 and is recognized by the
Ministry Education, University and Research (MIUR) and
accredited by the Region of Tuscany. Located in Piazza
della Repubblica, just a short walk from the world-famous
Duomo, facilities include several multi-purpose classrooms,
a language and technology laboratory, offices, student
lounge, library, and a terrace overlooking the historical
city center. Satellite TV, computers are on the premises.
Istituto Americano is an official representative of several
international language and post-secondary programs and
assists students in enrolling in Italian and global universities.
As a testing center for international examinations, there is
a special emphasis on global travel, study, and citizenry.
The center hosts visiting study abroad programs, as well.
Courses:
Six-level Italian and English language curriculum (Beginner
to Advanced), along with advanced courses in test
preparation, business, conversation, and culture. Group,
individual, and contract training courses are available.
Teacher Certification courses (TEFL) in cooperation with the
Via Lingua Group offering graduate-level credits towards
master’s degrees.
A full calendar of social and extra-curricular activities
including Conversation Partner Programs, dinners,
fieldtrips and study exchanges.

Certifications:
- Official recognition of the Italian Ministry of Education
- Quality Certification ISO 9001
- Recognized Training Center by the Region of Tuscany
- ETS iBT TOEFL and College Board SAT Test Center
- ACT Test Center
Membership
- NAFSA
- IATEFL
- TESOL

Contacts:
Istituto Americano – American Language Center
Via Brunelleschi, 1 – 50123 Firenze
Tel. +39 055 283161 Fax +39 055 283161
info@istitutoamericano.it – www.istitutoamericano.it

ISTIT UTO I L DAV I D
Scuola di Lingua Italiana – Firenze

The Istituto Il David is an Italian language school
located in the hearth of the historical center of Florence
and it is open all year round. The school, which owes
its name to Michelangelo’s famous sculpture, was
set-up in 1983 and it is officially authorizhed by the
Italian Ministry of Education.
All the rooms are provided with air conditioning,
they are spacious and bright with big tables and
comfortable chairs. All that is necessary has been
provided, so that the students can feel comfortable
and energetic during their lessons.
The school is provided with wireless connection which
the students can use for free.
On the top floor of the school there is a wonderful
terrace, from which the students can enjoy a breathtaking view of Florence. All the teachers are Italian
mother-tongue speakers and have a degree. Classes
have a maximum of 12 and a minimum of 4 students,
the average number of learners per class is 7/8.
The school offers various and interesting extracurricular
activities, about 20-30 per month.
The school offers students a free accommodation
search for any kind of request and for the duration of
the stay in Florence.

Courses:
The courses of Italian language are divided into six levels of
language competence.
Group courses, lessons for couples, lessons for scholastic groups,
individual lessons of Italian language, Art History, Italian business,
Italian cooking, Italian fashion, Art and Crafts.
Combined courses with internship.

Contacts:
ISTITUTO IL DAVID – Scuola di Lingua Italiana – Firenze
Ufficialmente autorizzata da Ministero italiano dell’Istruzione
Via de’ Vecchietti, 1 – 50123 Firenze – Italia
Tel. +39 055 216110 – Fax +39 055 288671
info@davidschool.com – www.davidschool.com
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ISTIT UTO L INGU ISTI CO ME D ITERR AN EO
Pisa – Viareggio

Since 1981 we are offering students from all over the
world the opportunity to learn Italian in one of the
most beautiful parts of Tuscany.
Our school is located in Pisa, University town of
great historical and cultural interest, famous for its
Leaning Tower and home to Andrea Bocelli. In
Summer the school offers courses in Viareggio, a
typical sea-side town 25 km far from Pisa and 12
from Forte dei Marmi.
Thanks to its airport people can reach Pisa from all
over the world for cheap price and visit whole Italy
from here.
We are a small school (about 500 students per year)
and the atmosphere is friendly.
Since our school is a teacher training center in
collaboration with the Università per Stranieri di Siena
our teachers are highly specialized.

Courses:
Our school offers language and enrichment courses: Group courses
(can also be combined with private lessons), One-to-One course,
Internship program, Preparatory courses for Italian University and
for CILS, CELI and DITALS, Cooking and Wine tasting and History
of Art courses.
The teaching method facilitates the development of communicative
skills without neglecting the grammatical structures.The teaching
material is produced by our institute, but it is supplemented in
order to meet the needs of the learning group and to make the
teaching personalized.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
ILM – Istituto Linguistico Mediterraneo
Via Battisti, 3 - Pisa
Tel.+39 050 500399 – Fax +39 050 48157
info@ilm.it – www.ilm.it

Our school is recognized by the Italian Ministry of
Education, the CSN, in Germany for Bildungsurlaub
and is member of ASILS and Eduitalia.

ISTIT UTO LO R E N ZO D E ’ ME D I C I
LdM Florence

With nearly 50 years of experience, LdM is one of
Italy’s most established institutions for international
higher education, committed to delivering a highquality learning experience through which students
develop their creativity, realize their own potential, and
empower themselves to impact the world around them.
ABOUT LdM: Founded in Florence in 1973 / 2 locations:
Florence (Tuscany Region) and Tuscania (Lazio Region)
/ 500+ courses in English / 7 Academic Schools, 36
Departments / 100+ nationalities in the student body
/ 100+ affliates and collaborations worldwide / US
credits available.
PROGRAMS at LdM Florence: Academic Semester
& Year Abroad (with Internship opportunity within
the context of the Academic terms ) - Special Two
Italies Semester Program (Florence+Tuscania) - Short
Sessions: January Intersession, Summer Sessions Summer Restoration Workshop - Semester and Year
Certificate Programs - Summer Certificate Programs
- 4-year US Bachelor’s Degree Programs - Master of
Art in Museum Studies - Italian Language Courses - all
levels - Distance Learning Programs.
LdM FLORENCE: Campus: 14 historic buildings in the
city center / Courses in 35 departments and a variety
of subjects: Art History, Fine Arts, Restoration, Fashion
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Design, Graphic Design, Jewelry Design, Interior Design, Performing
Arts, Global Communication, Business and Economics, Nutrition
and Gastronomy, Italian Language, and more / LdM Art Gallery,
Annual Open-Air Exhibition The Art Is In the Square.
STUDENT SERVICES: Housing Services - Special plans for meals
and dining - Library and specialized labs - Orientation + Dedicated
staff of Student Advisors + 24h Emergency number - Field Trips Activities, clubs, excursions, and more.
Contacts:
www.ldminstitute.com – info@ldminstitute.com
LdM Main Campus and Headquarters
via Faenza, 43 – 50123 Florence, Italy
Ph. +39.055.287360 Fax +39.055.2398920
LdM Academic Relations + Student Services
3600 Bee Caves Road, Suite 205B – Austin, TX 78746 U.S.A.
Ph. +1.877.765.4LDM (4536) – +1.512.328.INFO (4636) Fax +1.512.328.4638

ISTIT UTO M A R A N G ON I
Firenze

Istituto Marangoni
Istituto Marangoni in 2020 reaches an important
milestone: 85 years of success in training the best
professionals in the world of fashion, design and art.
With an educational background of four generations of
students from 5 continents, it has been the springboard
for over 45,000 fashion and luxury professionals.
Istituto Marangoni Firenze is located in the heart of
this historic city and is surrounded by masterpieces
of art and culture. In addition to a variety of both
undergraduate and postgraduate level courses
covering all areas of Fashion Design, Business,
and Styling, and programmes in Arts Curating, Art
Management and Multimedia Arts, the Firenze school
also offers an array of intensive and accredited
programmes such as Luxury Accessories Design and
Shoe Design, which incorporate learning first-hand
about the production and manufacturing activities of
top brands.
The School is characterised by the presence of professors
who are also leading professionals, and highly-skilled
specialists in the ‘art of making’. Firenze, with its large
community of young students and its unique mix of
history and tradition, art and fashion, is the perfect
place for Istituto Marangoni to teach fashion and art

in their most refined manifestations, educating the professionals of
tomorrow to understand the past and transform the future.
Visit istitutomarangoni.com.

Contacts:
Istituto Marangoni Firenze – The School of Fashion & Art
Via de’ Tornabuoni, 17 – 50123 – Firenze – Italy
t. + 39 055 03 51 220
firenze@istitutomarangoni.com

ISTIT UTO MO DA RTECH

Istituto Modartech is a higher academic training centre
in the Fashion and Communication fields, authorized
by the Italian Ministry of Education, University and
Research – MIUR to issue academic degrees in Higher
Education in Art, Music and Dance sectors – AFAM
Istituto Modartech has a proud heritage in fashion
Education nurturing the next generation of designers
and creatives. It offers students a unique learning
experience, between craftsmanship and technology,
that combines design creativity with hands-on skills,
and strong focus on industry engagement.
TRAINING METHOD
From craftsmanship to art, from techniques to
technology, all these elements have been added into
the Institute’s training method.
Courses featuring an essentially practical teaching
programme, workshops based on the latest-generation
technologies and tools used in the fashion industry,
guided tours in order to acquire specialist technical
skills. An Education that is specialized with attention to
detail and the best team to assist students in achieving
the highest quality outcomes.
LOCATION
Placed in Pontedera, in Piaggio industrial spaces,
between the historical towns of Florence and Pisa,

Modartech is located in the heart of Tuscany: a unique area where
clothing, luxury shoes, accessories and top quality leather producers
and tanneries are concentrated. Connected to Modartech there is
a strong network of manufactures and artisans, footwear design
studios, and hi-tech companies.
COURSES
Undergraduate: Fashion Design (Bachelor’s Degree) –
Communication Design (Bachelor’s Degree)
Master: Fashion Design Job Master – Footwear and Bag Job Master
Intensive: Shoe Design&Technology – Fashion Design&Technology
Summer programs: Fashion Design&Pattern making – Shoe
Design&Pattern making – Graphic & Fashion Promotion
Online course
Contacts:
ISTITUTO MODARTECH
Viale Rinaldo Piaggio, 7 - 56025 Pontedera (Pisa), Italy
Ph: +39 0587 58458
info@modartech.com – www.modartech.com
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L A BA
Libera Accademia di Belle Arti

LABA of Florence is an Academy of Fine Arts
authorized by MIUR (Ministry of Education University
and Research). An Institute of high artistic education
that has always focused on “innovative” paths, close to
new technologies and involving the use of multimedia
instruments. The Academic Courses, equivalent to the
degree, are structured on 3 + 2 through the departments
of Photography, Graphic Design & Multimedia, Visual
Arts-Painting, Design and Fashion Design.
LABA is a didactical network with offices in Italy and
abroad. The institution in Florence has been active
since 2001, with only fixed number courses (up to 20
students), enabling the almost 600 enrolled students
the use of professional laboratories, equipped with
multimedia and latest generation equipment, in the
most optimal way.
Students come from all over the world and the Academy
over the years has become a place of continuous
cultural and ethnic exchanges, where people with
different lifestyles, cultures, religions and ethnic groups
meet, discuss and verify their knowledge about art,
creativity, beauty and harmony.

Academic Courses:
Visual Arts – Painting
Photography
Design
Graphic Design
Fashion Design
Master Degrees:
Interior Design
Cinema and Audiovisual

Contacts:
LABA – Libera Accademia di Belle Arti
Piazza di Badia a Ripoli, 1/a – 50126 – Florence – Italy
Ph. +39 055 6530786 – Fax +39 055 6530787
info@laba.biz – www.laba.biz

L AO - L E A RTI OR A F E
Jewellery School in Florence

Studying, learning, experimenting without limits or boundaries.
Established in 1985 by Giò Carbone, LAO - Le Arti Orafe
Jewellery School was the first Italian school devoted to
contemporary jewellery, and since the very beginning
has encouraged and promoted a learning process
emphasizing technical and professional skills, combined
with artistic research and contemporary design. LAO
have its headquarters in the historic and artistic heart of
Florence, in the Santo Spirito/San Frediano district.
LAO invented and experimented with a training
programme that put the stress on anti-conventional
reworking of traditional procedures and techniques,
combining the knowledge of craftsmanship with
contemporary concepts, exploring the creative use of
traditional materials and introducing other, completely
innovative ones.
Nowadays the school is one of the most important in
Europe, it is an Accredited Training Agency for courses
approved and financed by the ESF (European Social
Fund), and an Authorized entity for Erasmus projects.
The school has five workshops for practical activities, a
gemology classroom, a library, a CAD studio and two
classrooms for design and theory lessons.
Main courses are held in Italian language, and foreign
students are required to have an B2 level knowledge of this
language. Courses in English could be scheduled on demand.
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Besides the normal education activities, LAO has a long curriculum of
events, collaborations with people and companies and different projects
in different areas and countries. Stories of friendship, cooperation,
cultural exchange and enrichment with professionals, artists, friends.
Since 2005 the school organizes “Preziosa” the international exhibition
devoted to Contemporary Jewellery, and the side contest/exhibition
Preziosa Young. Since 2015 the school organizes the “Florence
Jewellery Week” an intensive 7-day event devoted to the jewellery
world and the complex relationships between artistic research, crafts
and design.
Courses: the school organizes training courses in: Jewellery making
/ Jewellery design / CAD / Stone setting / Hand Engraving / Enamel.
Every year, summer, short, intensive and week-end courses are scheduled.
Contacts:
LAO – Le Arti Orafe Jewellery School
Via dei Serragli, 104-124 – 50124 Firenze (Italy)
Tel: +39 055 22 80 131 Fax: +39 055 22 80 163
info@artiorafe.it – www.artiorafe.it

LIN GUAVIVA
Florence

During the past 45 years, Linguaviva Group has
gained an international reputation for academic
excellence and elevated level of services. Many of our
students choose our schools in Florence or Milan as
their gateway to university studies in Italy, vocational
studies in arts or music. Young learners through our
summer junior programmes in Florence and Lignano
(Venice) will discover that a study holiday in Italy is
a fun and unforgettable experience. Linguaviva has
confirmed its reputation of being one of the best Italian
schools in Italy by winning important international
awards of the educational industry. LINGUAVIVA
since 1976 has been offering international students the
opportunity to study Italian in Florence, to experience
Italian culture and lifestyle. Students enjoy Linguaviva’s
Italian courses combining Arts or Culinary arts. We
organize a daily programme of social and cultural
activities exclusively for our students which will enrich
their learning experience. Students will benefit from
studying in a professional and friendly environment
with students from all over the world, enjoying the city
and their stay at Linguaviva.

Standard, Intensive, super Intensive, one to one, short- and longterm courses, individual online courses, preparatory courses for
university admission tests, preparation for Music Conservatory and
Academy of Fine Arts admission tests, Italian plus Arts or Cooking,
50+ cultural programme, Junior Summer Programme.
Services
Linguaviva offers a comprehensive and full service to all its students.
Linguaviva looks after student's welfare and accommodation needs.
Services available for our students: accommodation Service, airport
transfer service; academic counselling for Higher Education in Italy;
information on visa procedure.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Linguaviva
Via Fiume 17 - 50123 Florence, Italy
Tel. +39 055 294359 / 280016
info@linguaviva.it - www.linguavivagroup.com

Courses
Linguaviva range of Italian language courses aims to
meet the specific needs of all our students.

META L LO NO B I L E
Jewellery School in Florence

Metallo Nobile is located in the historic centre of
Florence, a stone’s throw from Ponte Vecchio. It is active
in the fields of jewellery making and jewellery design
since 1998. The school trains students to produce
items requiring a high level of manual dexterity in
order to create unique pieces and limited editions, all
in the aim of preserving the high level of manual skills
and professionalism that characterize unique pieces of
jewellery. The jewellery courses are designed to adapt
to the skills, capacities, needs and objectives of each
individual student. The innovative elements introduced
in our programs include the acquisition of drawing
skills, both manual and in 3D computer modelling,
which are indispensable for creating a project with
full knowledge of all the technical issues surrounding
the production processes.

Courses:
Jewellery making
Specialization courses in jewellery making:
Wax modeling and micro casting, enamelling, engraving, stonesetting, micro-pavè, fretwork, chiselling and embossing
Jewellery design and technical drawing
Computer design 3D and prototyping
Gemstone cutting
Jewellery repair
Lessons are held daily, morning and afternoon, from Monday to Friday.
Contacts:
Metallo Nobile
Via Toscanella 28/r - 50125 Firenze
Tel. +390552396966
info@metallo-nobile.com – www.metallo-nobile.com
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PO LI MO DA

Recognised worldwide for its high quality fashion
education, Polimoda is listed in Fashionista and The
Business of Fashion School Rankings as one of the top
ten fashion schools in the world and the best in Italy. In
2019 it was awarded with the Best Education title by
Milano Finanza.
Polimoda guarantees the most up-to-date training
that responds to the fast moving needs of fashion by
continuously interacting with fashion companies and
attracting a faculty composed of professionals from the
industry. 92% of Polimoda graduates find employment
within 6 months of finishing their studies, and an
increasing number of former students are among the
emerging talents of fashion or hold prestigious positions
in major international brands.
With over 2000 students of which 70% are international
students and 90% of courses taught in English, Polimoda
represents Italian excellence and international hub in
Florence, the heart of the Made in Italy production.

Courses:
Polimoda offers a wide range of educational programs that provide
high-level training for the major professional roles requested by
the sector, from managerial and strategic to creative development
across the areas of Fashion Design, Fashion Business and Fashion
Communication. Based on the background and experience, students
can choose between three or four-year undergraduate programs, oneyear master or four-week seasonal courses.

Contacts:
Polimoda
Via Curtatone 1 – 50123 Florence, Italy
Ph. +39 055 275 0628
www.polimoda.com

SCH O L A AC A D E MY
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The Intelligence of the Hands
SCHOLA is an academy, based in Florence, dedicated
to craftsmanship and un-compromised quality. The
unique methodology blends technical skills with a
creative and cultural approach.
Its concept sticks to past traditions brought to the
present time by artisans who are looking to the future.
SCHOLA is an ecosystem where future makers from all
over the world can improve their skills in a contemporary
lab and get ready to enter the professional job market
or even launch their own brand. Young students from
all over the world will face and deal with the enormous
tradition and environment that Tuscany can offer.
Each course offered by SCHOLA is designed in
collaboration with some of the most exclusive brands
for bespoke products such as Stefano Bemer, Scuola
del Cuoio, SUPERDUPER and Cibrèo. Interactions
between course and skills are the heart of SCHOLA
didactic activity: we push students to contaminate and
be curious in order to stimulate and empower the ability
to have a wider point of view on what they learn and
make. Students come from more than 30 countries,
making SCHOLA a truly international environment.
Training programs are 20 weeks long and they are
led by skilled maestros who will provide students with
the technical and theoretical knowledge to achieve a
professional expertise.

Seasonal and credited programs are also offered throughout the
academic year. Courses are held twice a year, with a spring session
starting at the beginning of February and a fall session starting at
the end of August.
COURSES:
Bespoke Shoemaking by Stefano Bemer is designed for students who
want to acquire the skills and learn the secrets of this charming craft.
Leather Making by Scuola del Cuoio is one of the most renowned leather
courses in the world. Handmade Hats program features contemporary
excellence by SUPERDUPER. Cibrèo Culinary Academy allows students
to learn basic and advanced cooking techniques by being part of a
professional kitchen brigade.
Contacts:
Schola Academy
Via I. Pindemonte 63 - 50124 Florence
+39 380 1811327
info@schola.academy - www.schola.academy

SCUOL A L EO NA R D O DA V I N CI ®
Florence

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® was founded in Florence
in 1977 and was followed by four equally appreciated
language centers in Italy: our Florence, Milan, Rome,
Turin and Viareggio schools have kept teaching the
Italian language and culture to thousands of students
coming from all over the world for decades.
All of our centers offer the same course calendar, didactic
method and welcoming spirit. Our trainers are certified
to teach Italian as a second language and have long
years of experience. A multilingual staff will be at your
service in all 5 locations, making your stay as pleasant
as possible in each city you will visit.
Thanks to our forty-five years experience, we are able
to satisfy very different kinds of requests: from intensive
general Italian courses to culture and arts programs,
music lessons as well as tailor made lessons based on
your professional field.
Each school offers a wide choice of free time activities
to be able to meet new friends, be familiar with the
city and discover what each location has to offer.
Typical activities offered include visits to museums and
exhibitions, concerts and events, happy hours and lunch
with other students, a walking tour of the city and trips to
other interesting surrounding locations.
Our Florence Center is located in a beautiful historical
Renaissance Palazzo, complete with frescos!, situated in
the historical city center and a stone’s throw from the
famous ‘Duomo’.

Courses and Services:
Short and Long Term Intensive Italian Language Courses (ON SITE
& ONLINE); Preparation Courses for Italian Universities and Fashion
and Design Academies; «La Dolce Vita» 50plus Courses; «Italian
Tour» Courses learning Italian in 5 cities by choice; Italian Language
Examination Courses; Academic School Year; Art Courses; Music
Courses; Excellent Accommodation services; transfer service; VISA
information service.
Offcially authorized by the Italian Ministry of Education; Quality
management system «ISO 9001:2015». Authorized examination center
for the CILS certification, issued by the University for Foreigners of Siena
and the A1 - C2 level diplomas «Diploma di Lingua Italiana Firenze»,
issued by Accademia Italiana di Lingua®.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci®
Via Bufalini 3, 50122 FLORENCE – Italy
Phone: +39-055-261181 – florence@scuolaleonardo.com
www.leonardo-florence.com – www.scuolaleonardo.com

SCUOL A L EO NA R D O DA V I N CI ®
Viareggio

Established in 1988, Scuola Leonardo da Vinci®
Viareggio is located in a beautiful building in the historic
city centre of Viareggio (10 km away from Pisa) within
walking distance from the beach. The school is next to a
Pinewood forest where you can go jogging, rent a
bicycle, or play tennis.
Viareggio is one of the most famous and traditional
seaside resorts in Tuscany. The wide, endless beaches,
the excellent cuisine and the exciting night-life with its
well-known ‘Versilian’ discos, all contribute to make
Viareggio a favourite holiday resort. A visit to Viareggio
means meeting Italians and enjoying the seafood
specialities of Tuscany.
The quality of the teaching and services provided by
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® Viareggio is guaranteed
by its membership of ASILS (Association of Language
Schools of Italian as a Foreign Language) and AIL Firenze
(Academy of Italian language).
We place great emphasis on our selection and training
of teachers. We look for lively, well-educated, motivated,
interesting people who will be capable of motivating all
their students. They must be native Italian speakers and
have a University degree.

Courses and Services:
• Standard, 20 lessons/week
• Intensive Plus, 25 or 30 lessons/week
• One to one general Italian
• One to one business Italian
• Music courses - Cooking courses
• Senior 50plus courses «La Dolce Vita»
• Excellent Accommodation services
• Transfer service; VISA information service
Officially authorized by the Italian Ministry of Education; Quality
management system «ISO 9001:2015». Authorized examination center
for the A1 - C2 level diplomas «Diploma di Lingua Italiana Firenze»,
issued by Accademia Italiana di Lingua®.
Contacts:
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci®
Via Vespucci 173, 55049 VIAREGGIO - Italy
Phone: +39-0584-430253 - viareggio@scuolaleonardo.com
www.centropuccini.it - www.scuolaleonardo.com

Member of ASILS
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S RISA
Santa Reparata International School of Art

Santa Reparata International School of Art (SRISA)
has been one of the top art and design schools in
Italy for over 50 years. SRISA’s highly personalized
instruction and experiential learning format conforms
to the expectations and requirements of an American
university curriculum, while providing a truly
international setting. The school’s campus buildings,
including the SRISA Gallery of Contemporary Art,
are located in the heart of Florence. The academic
program is enhanced with extra-curricular activities,
art exhibits, cultural seminars, beyond-the-classroom
learning, guest lecturers, excursions, museum visits,
fashion shows, and student art shows.

remotely, while experiencing preparation for the real world. Both
virtual course and internship opportunities available.

SRISA offers accredited programs of study including:
academic year, semester, and summer study abroad; PostBaccalaureate Certificates; internships; and a new Virtual
Program. Courses are taught in the English language.
Additionally, SRISA hosts a multitude of Faculty-Led and
Customized Programs throughout the year.

Contacts:
Santa Reparata International School of Art (SRISA)
Via San Gallo 53/R, 50129 Florence, Italy
+39 055 462 7374 Italy | +1 210 340 2675 USA
Info@srisa.org | www.srisa.org

Courses:
Fine Arts: Analog and Digital Photography, Painting and Drawing,
Printmaking and Book Arts, 3D and 4D Sculpture
Design: Communication Design, Fashion Design, Interior Design,
Jewelry Design, and Textile Design
Liberal Arts: Art History, Communications, Gender Studies, History,
Italian Language, Italian Studies, Literature and Writing, Marketing
and Business, Political Science and Economics

NEW! Virtual Program:
With innovation as a core pillar of the school, SRISA
has launched a virtual program in line with the new
digital era we are living in. This program offers students
the possibility to face unique up-to-date challenges
working for real Italian or European brands/institutions

TH E F LO R E NCE ACA D E MY A RT

The Florence Academy of Art offers the highest
possible level of instruction in figurative drawing,
painting and sculpture. Our curriculum is based on
the major French and Italian academies of the 19th
century, and looks to the direct study of nature and
the Old Masters as the foundation for great painting
and sculpture. A common visual aesthetic draws our
students to the classical world (and its renaissance
in Florence) where the daily encounter with beauty
naturally influences their work, and connects them to
the artistic traditions and techniques of the masters of
the past. The academy is housed in a 19th century
former customs house just outside the city center, a
short walk from the monuments of Florence. The
campus, with its soaring ceilings, abundant natural
light, library, gallery, and café, hosts our accredited
full time programs, workshops, exhibitions and
musical events, and is home to 100 students from over
35 countries.
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Courses:
Accredited by the National Association of Schools of Art and
Design (NASAD) and the Region of Tuscany
Full-time accredited Drawing & Painting Program (3 years)
Full-time accredited Sculpture Program (3 years)
6-week Intensive Course: Drawing, Painting & Art History
5-week Intensive Course: Anatomy of the Skull and Sculpting the
Portrait from Life
Urban Plein Air: Drawing & Painting the Figure and Architecture in
Renaissance Florence
Academic Figure Painting and Portrait Painting
Figurative Sculpture
Still Life Painting
Landscape Painting
Contacts:
The Florence Academy of Art
Via Aretina 293 – 50136 Florence, Italy
Tel. +39 055 245444
info@florenceacademyofart.com – www.florenceacademyofart.com

U NIVE RSIT À D I PISA

Founded in 1343, the University of Pisa is one of the most
prestigious universities in Europe. Famous for its alumni
which include Galileo Galilei, 3 Nobel Prize winners, and
2 Fields medallists, today the University of Pisa is among
the top 3 universities in Italy (ARWU) and represents a
modern center for teaching and advanced research.
Pisa offers international students the unique opportunity
to study and experience the richness of Italian history
and culture in a beautiful and stimulating environment.
Famous across the world for the Leaning Tower, almost
all of its departments are located in the heart of the city.
Additionally, Pisa’s strategic geographical location, the
international Airport and the excellent rail connections
offer the possibility of weekend trips to other parts of
Italy and Europe.
Please find our complete academic offer:
www.unipi.it/ectscatalogue
Since 2017 the University of Pisa offers the Foundation
Course, a one-year programme taught in English, which
bridges the gap between High School and University
studies and equips students with the appropriate academic
grounding for an Italian degree. This programme is aimed
at International students who have 11 or 10 years of
schooling and have successfully completed High School.
It is also aimed at American students who have not taken
Advanced Placement (AP) courses during the last year of
High School nor have attended 2 years of College.
www.unipi.it/foundationyear

The University of Pisa offers Summer Schools, intensive academic
courses for international students and graduates. They mostly last from
1 to 6 weeks and take place in an international context, with students
and lecturers coming from various parts of the world and all lectures
delivered in English. They are characterized by nonconventional
teaching formats (workshops, tutorials, excursions, cultural events,
business testimonials, etc.) and a multidisciplinary approach. Professors
are experts in their areas and have a keen interest in what they do.
Summer Schools meet strict academic regulations: each grants at least
3 ECTS credits and the participants who successfully pass the final
exams will receive an official academic transcript.
www.unipi.it/summerschool
Contacts:
Università di Pisa
Lungarno Pacinotti, 44 - 56126 Pisa
www.unipi.it
Information about Foundation Course: studyabroad@unipi.it
Information about Summer School: support.summerschool@unipi.it
Other information: international@unipi.it

UNIVERSITY FOR FOREIGNERS OF SIENA
International University

The University for Foreigners of Siena is a public University
involved in teaching Italian as a foreign language and
in scientific research activities concerning the diffusion
of Italian language and culture all over the world. In
2021 around 5.000 students from 80 countries attended
our courses, face to face and on line (Italian language
courses, B.A. and M.A., Training and Refresher courses,
PhD programmes, etc.). The University for Foreigners of
Siena has been awarded 11 times with the European
Label for Languages by the Council of Europe.
ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSES
At the University for Foreigners of Siena you can find
monthly Italian language courses of 40-80 hours of face-toface lessons each. At the end of each course, students who
pass the final exam can obtain 2/4 Academic Credits in
accordance with the ECTS system. Every month 6 levels are
available, according to the Common European Framework
of Reference for Languages (from A1 to C2).
Among the Italian language courses you can find:
On-site courses / CLID courses (distance synchronous
Italian courses) / Courses for students and teenagers
in international mobility / Foundation Year program /
Marco Polo - Turandot courses / Training courses for nonItalian teachers of Italian as Foreign Language / Courses
of Italian language for special purposes / Special CLID
courses for 2022: CLID Turkey.

Our Language Centre CLUSS is an accredited member of EAQUALS (the
European Association for Quality Languages Services) cluss.unistrasi.it
ON-LINE LEARNING AND MOOCS
On-line Italian language courses and training activities for professionals
in the field of teaching of Italian as a foreign language: fast.unistrasi.it
MOOC “Introduction to Italian” futurelearn.com/courses/learn-italian
CERTIFICATIONS
The University for Foreigners of Siena is the headquarter of two official
certifications: CILS (Certification of Italian as a Foreign Language) cils.
unistrasi.it - DITALS (Certification for Teaching of Italian as a Foreign
Language) ditals.unistrasi.it
Contacts:
Università per Stranieri di Siena
Piazza Carlo Rosselli, 27/28 – 53100, Siena (ITALY)
Tel. +39 0577 240100
Fb & IG: Unistrasi / Twitter: UniStraSiena / Youtube: MyUnistrasi
info@unistrasi.it – www.unistrasi.it
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M A RC H E
Travellers who want the best of central Italy should head for Le Marche, the third
region alongside Tuscany and Umbria which makes up the area.
Located on the eastern side of central Italy, between the Adriatic Sea and the
tall Apennine mountains, much of the region remains unspoiled by the ravages
of mass tourism.
The Adriatic coast is known as a Mecca for “sun and sand” which has attracted
holiday-goers for decades, but few venture far from the beaches. Inland, perhaps
more so than anywhere else in central Italy, one can find places where time really
has stood still. Compared to the more bustling tourist centers of central Italy, culture
comes in more easily digestible portions here, without sacrificing quality.
Urbania

Recanati
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CEN T RO ST UD I ITA L I A N I
Urbania

Founded in 1985, Centro Studi Italiani is the first school
for foreigners in the Marche region and one of the most
respected institutions of its type in the world. Ever since its
foundation, the school has provided Italian language and
culture classes to more than 17,000 students from all over the
world. The school has also branches in Milan and Genoa.
Centro Studi Italiani offers all levels of Italian courses for
students of all ages, from grammar to conversation classes for
the absolute beginner to literature courses for the extremely
advanced. The programs are therefore flexible, adaptable,
varied, rich and unique. Classes are intentionally small to
allow students to best relate to each other while enjoying
personalized and individual attention from faculty.
Examination center for: CELI and CEDILS certifications.
Housing is available in comfortable fully furnished apartments
or with host families.

EXCURSIONS
• Escorted tours /trips throughout Italy
• Tailor made cultural theme trips
VISUAL ARTS PROGRAMS
• Painting, ceramics, fresco, mosaics, sculpture
PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAMS
• Italian language & operatic repertoire programs
SPECIAL PROGRAMS & PROJECTS
• Short travel courses
• Immersion courses
• Faculty led programs
• Summer study abroad programs
• International internships
• Pathway and foundation year courses for higher education in Italy
• International travel culinary programs
Contacts:
• Semester study abroad

LANGUAGE
• Online courses (group courses and private classes)
• Study holidays for adults and juniors
• Courses for Italian teachers abroad
• Courses for CELI and CEDILS examinations
• One-to-one / for two people / small groups / tailor
made programs
CULTURE
• History of art, Italian history and literature
• Cooking and wine tastings

Centro Studi Italiani
Via Boscarini, 1 - 61049 Urbania (PU) Italy
Tel. +39 0722 318950
urbania@centrostuditaliani.org - www.centrostuditaliani.org

SCUOLA DI ITALIANO DANTE ALIGHIERI
CAMPUS L’INFINITO – RECANATI

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FEES REDUCTION FOR 2022/23
An unforgettable study trip for students of all ages in Recanati,
one of the most famous and fascinating towns in central Italy,
that inspired the famous poet Giacomo Leopardi.
The School has a long tradition in teaching Italian
language and culture and it represents one of the most
qualified educational institution in Italy.
The School is unique in Italy, because it was born as an
educational project by the prestigious Dante Alighieri
School and ELI Edizioni, a leading publishing house in
Italy and abroad for the study of languages. Recanati is
an ideal place to experience authentic Italian life in a quiet
and stimulating place with a very reasonable cost of living.
Italian Language classes are combined with a rich
cultural Program Courses with Cultural Excursions to
the main Italian cities, such as Rome, Florence, Venice,
Assisi, Bologna, San Marino, Urbino, Ravenna.
We are the official partner of Perugia’s University for
CELI and DILS exams.

WIDE RANGE OF COURSES AND PROGRAMS
– Quality accommodation & Rome Airport pick-up service
– Afternoon and evening activities
– Guided tours included (Rome, Florence, Bologna and smalls towns)
– Recreational, cultural and cooking activities
– Art and architecture courses, Gastronomy courses
– One-to-one tuition
– Courses of all levels for students of all ages and from around the world
– Individual care, warm and familiar atmosphere
– Communicative approach and small groups
– Italian language and culture
– Preparatory courses to access Italian universities
– Summer programs with US credits and internships
– Refresher courses for Italian teachers abroad

Contacts:
Scuola Dante Alighieri – Campus L’Infinito Recanati
Prof. Anna Poeti (Director)Via del Passero Solitario, 28 – 62019
RECANATI – (MC) Regione Marche – ITALIA
Tel. +39 071 7575943 – Whatsapp +39 342 7820856
info@scuoladantealighieri.org – www.scuoladantealighieri.org

Supported by Camerino University (founded in 1336)
The school organizes courses in collaboration with ELI
Publishing – a Training Organisation accredited and
approved by the Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR)
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U M BRI A
Travelling throughout Umbria, the green heart of Italy, is a journey full of surprises.
The region’s wealth of natural and artistic wonders seems almost inexhaustible.
One is continuously suspended between signs of a well-preserved past and a hint
of a future that is entirely new, which has reawakened Umbria from a torpor that
lasted for centuries since the Renaissance, bringing to light a region that is alive
and exquisitely beautiful.
The Umbria of today has reinvented itself. The region has much to offer visitors,
from sport, culture, and museums to epicurean delights, Thermal, and musical
events. Umbria has a true vocation for beauty

Perugia
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COM ITATO L IN GU ISTI CO
Italiano Per Stranieri dal 1986

The COMITATO LINGUISTICO is the only member of
ASILS in Umbria.
Our Italian courses for foreigners are recognised as
“Bildungsurlaub” by many Federal State of Germany
and meet the requirements of CSN, the Swedish
National Board of Student Aid.
The Comitato Linguistico was awarded Certification
of Systems of Quality Control in conformity with the
regulation ISO 9001:2015.
The school is located in the historical centre in modern,
panoramic and well lit facilities with air conditioning in
summer and free internet access (WLAN) for our students.
All bus routes stop in front of the school, which is just
five minutes’ walk from the famous Corso Vannucci.
The tuition is clearly structured and oriented to
the Common European Framework of Reference.
Modern text books combined with material conceived
purposely for our courses are characteristics of our
flexible and modern teaching method. Vocabulary
work, grammar, phonetics, conversation, games
will help you to acquire an indispensable linguistic
understanding for your studies or work.
The classes of students are small: the average class
size is seven, the maximum ten students per class,
which allows our teachers to assist and follow your
learning step by step.

Courses:
Our courses are based on the Common European Framework of
Reference for Language Learning and Teaching established by the
Council of Europe.
Ordinary courses:
6 levels including total beginners
a) Standard courses (4 less./day)
b) Intensive courses (6 less./ day)
c) Conversation courses: (2 less./day)
d) Individual courses (10 less./week)
Special courses:
- Cultural courses
- Wine Week
- Full immersion

Contacts:
Comitato Linguistico
Largo Cacciatori delle Alpi, 5 – 06121 – Perugia – Italy
Tel. +39 075 5721471
info@comitatolinguistico.com – www.comitatolinguistico.com

Member of ASILS

TH E U M B R A INSTITU TE

The Umbra Institute
Since its founding in 1999, Umbra has distinguished
itself as a provider of innovative programming where
students learn in and beyond the classroom through
community engagement initiatives with a focus on
experiential learning through seminars & practica,
community-based & service-learning courses, and
volunteering.
Semester Academics:
All programs are offered in English, except Direct
Enrollment.
General Studies Program: Students build their own
semester as they mix & match electives across a variety
of disciplines.
Multicultural Psychology Program: Students explore
how cultural norms and values shape human behavior
& interactions.
Food, Sustainability & Environmental Studies:
Participants take an interdisciplinary approach to the
study of food through history, culture, business, politics,
science, agriculture, & sustainability studies.
Scholars Program: This path allows honors or individually
dedicated students to participate in unique research &
independent study opportunities.

Direct Enrollment at the Università degli Studi di Perugia or the
Università per Stranieri di Perugia or Accademia di Belle Arti:
Students enroll in local universities for an immersive experience,
while receiving support services from Umbra staff.
Summer Academics:
General Studies (5 weeks): Students complete 1 or 2 courses toward
their degree. Faculty-led courses utilize Umbra’s facilities.
Intensive Italian Language through Culture (6 weeks): Students are
immersed in the local language & culture through independent &
guided activities.
Archaeology Field School (6 weeks): Participants study Roman &
Etruscan history while participating in an ongoing archaeological dig.
Contacts:
The Umbra Institute

Piazza IV Novembre, 23 – 06123 Perugia – Italy
Tel. +39 075 573 4595 – Fax +39 075 573 7033
info@umbra.org – www.umbra.org
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U NIVE RSIT Y FOR FOR E I G N E RS O F PERU GIA
Ambassador of Italy in the World

The University for Foreigners of Perugia is the oldest and
most prestigious Italian institution specialised in teaching,
research and promotion of the Italian language and
culture in all its expressions.
Founded in the early 1920s, since the beginning it has
always been a symbol of openness and tolerance, as
well as a meeting place for different cultures and people
becoming a real laboratory of intercultural education. In
the early 90s the University has been reorganized and
its extraordinary experience of internationalisation has
been expanded with the introduction of BA and MA
degree courses, Postgraduate and PhD courses for Italian
and foreign students.
Italian Language and Culture Courses (in presence and online)
Certificates for Language Learners and Teachers
• CELI - Italian Language Certificates
• DILS-PG Certificate in Teaching Methodology of Italian as L2
Training and Refresher Courses for Teachers of Italian as L2
BACHELOR’S DEGREE COURSES
• International and Advertising Communication
• International Studies for Sustainability and Social Security
• Digital Humanities for Italian
• Made in Italy, food and hospitality
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MASTER'S DEGREE COURSES
• Advertising Communication, Storytelling and culture of image
• International Relations and Development Cooperation
• Teaching Italian to Foreigners
POST-GRADUATE COURSES
• Specialisation courses: Teaching Italian to Non-native Speakers
- International business and intercultural context
• PhD
• Advanced Training Courses
Contacts:
Università per Stranieri di Perugia
Palazzo Gallenga, Piazza Fortebraccio, 4 – Perugia (Italy)
Italian Language and Culture Courses: welcome@unistrapg.it;
corsidilingua@unistrapg.it
CELI Certificates and DILS-PG: certificazioni@unistrapg.it
Student Guidance Office: orientamento@unistrapg.it
WWW.UNISTRAPG.IT

TUSCANIA

RECANATI

ROMA

URBANIA

PERUGIA

What are you waiting for? Come study in Italy!
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L AZ I O
Lazio offers a variety of beautiful landscapes including lakes, mountains and the
sea. For those who whish to discover this region’s history and origins through its
many monuments, archeological sites and ruins of ancient populations, Lazio offers
a wide range of possibilities.
Rome is the Eternal City, regenerated between the ruins of the Roman Forum and
the Palatino. It is a marvel of heroic past that never ceases to amaze the visitor with
masterpieces by artistic geniuses like Michelangelo, Bernini, Raffaello, Caravaggio
and Borromini. Rome is the city of famous piazzas, elaborate fountains, Baroque
churches and noble palaces. One can enjoy beautiful views of Rome from many
parts of the city such as Piazza del Campidoglio, Gianicolo, Aventino, and Pincio.
In the evening, one can enjoy himself in the lively atmospheres of the Campo dei
Fiori and Trastevere neighborhoods.
A boat trip on the Tevere River with its bridges and magnificent monuments
reflected on the water is an extraordinary way to experience the city and not be
missed. You cannot go home without also having visited Piazza St. Pietro, the
Vatican and Cappella Sistina, the Colosseo, the Pantheon, Altare delle Patria
and Castel Sant’Angelo.
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Tuscania

Roma

AANT - ACCADEMIA DELLE ARTI E NUOVE TECNOLOGIE

AANT is the Italian Academy of Design in Rome
providing high-level education in the field of Design.
Founded in 1992, the Academy today offers
bachelor’s degrees in the main professions within
Design and its mission is to equip students with the
knowledge and tools they need to easily enter the
professional world.
State-of-the-art technology, a love of beauty, respect
for all, and an inspirational location unite to create
the perfect atmosphere in which students thrive as
individuals and where their creativity is nurtured
and honed through knowledge, experience, and
passion.
AANT has a strong focus on supporting students
towards employment and offers careers services to
ensure that students gain authentic work experience
and have the chance to introduce themselves to key
employers in the design sector.

Courses: Three-year courses at AANT issue recognised qualifications
with legal value that allow students to continue their studies at
Universities in Italy and abroad.
Bachelor’s Degrees
• Graphic Design: Advertising and Multimedia
• Design: Interior, Public and Product
The list of the offered courses is constantly updated.
Please visit the website for updated information.
Master’s Degrees
• Communication and Design Methodologies
Contacts:
AANT
Via Monza, 2 - 00182 Rome (Italy)
Tel: 0039 066864008
Email: international@aant.it
Website: accademiadellearti.it/en

ACCAD E M IA COSTU ME & MODA

Founded in 1964, Accademia Costume & Moda has
always been a cultural center of excellence in the areas
of Fashion and Costume, providing the Fashion System
and Entertainment Industry with professionals who have
pursued great careers nationally and internationally.
In more than 50 years of great achievements, Accademia
has developed many talents in all its fields of reference.
Some of the professionals that our institution formed
include Entrepreneurs and Creative Directors, Head and
Senior Designers, Product Managers, and many other
significant figures for the Fashion System for companies
such as Gucci, Benetton, Emilio Pucci, Ermanno Scervino,
Roberto Cavalli, Louis Vuitton, Valentino, Armani,
Alexander McQueen, Max Mara, Ferragamo, Fendi, etc.
In regards to the Entertainment Industry (Costume Area)
our alumni comprehend Academy Award, Emmy Award
and David di Donatello winners, stylists for important
celebrities in the music world, and important illustrators
recognized both nationally and internationally.
For businesses and for the world of arts and culture,
our institution has always been a meeting place and
a key destination in the search for high-level, qualified
professionals. The Italian Ministry of Education, University
and Research (MIUR) legally recognizes our BA (180
ECTS) and Master (60/120 ECTS) programs.
Courses:
Three-year Bachelor Degree 180 ECTS; Master Programs
60/120 ECTS; Vocational Courses; Intensive Courses
and Summer Courses in the areas of:

* Fashion Design
* Fabrics and Textile Design
* Knitwear Design
* Costume Design

* Accessory Design
* Fashion Jewellery Design
* Performing Arts Management
* Fashion Management, Product & Merchandising
* Fashion Communication and Styling
* Cinema & Filmmaking

All courses are offered in Italian or English in Rome and Milan campuses.
Accademia Costume & Moda is ranked among the Top 3 Fashion
Schools in the world (Source: The Business of Fashion-BoF “The
Best Fashion Schools in the World 2019” report) for the combined
Undergraduate and Graduate Fashion Design categories.
Contacts:
Accademia Costume & Moda
Via della Rondinella 2, 00186 ROMA
Via A. Fogazzaro 23, 20135 MILANO
Tel: +39 06 6864132 / Whatsapp +39 3423815672
info@accademiacostumeemoda.it
www.accademiacostumeemoda.it
#ACCADEMIACOSTUMEEMODA
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ACCA D E M IA ITA L I A NA
Arte Moda Design

The Accademia Italiana Arte Moda Design is an
international art and design institute with campuses in
Florence and Rome. Founded in 1984, the Accademia
Italiana was the first Florentine school of art, fashion
and design operating on an international level,
accepting students from all over the world and from
every region in Italy.
The bachelor’s degree and master’s programs are
accredited by the Italian Ministry for Universities and
Research (MIUR). Today it ranks as one of the most
qualified European institutes of artistic and professional
training.

COURSES
Florence: Liberal Arts, Studio Arts, Bachelor’s degrees and masters
programs in Fashion Design, Interior and Product Design, Graphic
Design and in Photography.
Rome: Liberal Arts, Studio Arts, Bachelor’s degree and masters
programs in Fashion Design, Interior and Product Design, Jewelry
Design and Photography.
Contacts:
Accademia Italiana
Piazza Pitti 15 — 50125 Florence, Italy
tel. +39 055 284616
study@ai-it.it / www.accademiaitaliana.com
Accademia Italiana
Piazza della Radio 46 — 00146 Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 68809333
study@ai-it.it — www.accademiaitaliana.com

Graduates of the Accademia Italiana currently
occupy important roles in design industries worldwide
and have received substantial recognition in their
professional fields.
The Accademia Italiana offers a unique study abroad
experience for US university students, who can
study design at all levels together with Italian and
international students from more than 70 different
countries. An extensive list of liberal arts and studio art
courses is also available to study abroad students at
both campuses. The Accademia Italiana offers study
abroad programs in the fall and spring semesters, the
summer and for a full academic year.

ACCA D E M IA KOE F I A
Internazionale d’Alta Moda e d’Arte del Costume

Situated in the Centre of Rome, close to the Vatican
City, Accademia Koefia (Koefia Fashion Academy) is
one of Italian’s most ancient fashion schools, ranked
by FASHIONISTAS.COM among the top 50 fashion
schools in the world.
The Academy was born in 1951 founded by the
countess Toni Alba-Brasini, stage-name Koefia, from a
previous high fashion atelier born in 1930. Tradition
and avant-garde are the keywords of the Koefia
fashion education focused on the methodology of
3D-paper-patternmaking called “moulage”. Creation,
Patternmaking and Tailoring are the three steps to learn
the secrets of the Italian excellence in the Haute Couture.
Koefia’s Bachelors and Masters are Bologna
Compliant and are accredited by E.A.B.H.E.S. Lessons
are entrusted to highly qualified teachers who are all
reputed professionals of the High Couture industry.
Accademia Koefia has been collaborating with
outstanding fashion companies such as Brunello
Cucinelli, Ferragamo, Fendi, Gucci, Trussardi, Armani,
Diesel and, expecially, Valentino.
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Courses:
UNDERGRADUATE (180 Ects Credits): (1) Fashion Design: Project &
Research, (2) Fashion Design: Patternmaking & Tailoring.
POSTGRADUATE (120 Ects Credits), (1) Italian Haute Couture
Production, (2) Footwear Manufacture & Accessories Design (which
take place in Florence).
ANNUAL COURSES: (1) Fashion Design, Haute Couture (2) Haute
Couture Patternmaking, (3) Haute Couture Tailoring, (4) Footwear
Design & Manufacture, (5) CAD CAM, (6) Graphic for Apparel.

Contacts:
ACCADEMIA KOEFIA
Via Cola di Rienzo 203 – 00192 Roma
Tel. (+39) 06 320 7774
E-mail: info@koefia.com
www.koefia.com

AU R
The American University of Rome

The American University of Rome (AUR) is dedicated to
providing a unique educational experience to forwardthinking students from all over the world. At AUR, we pair
a commitment to academic excellence with the curation
of practical professional skills, so that upon graduation
our students are equipped with both a profound
understanding of their discipline and the vocational skills
needed to excel in the workplace.
All of our programs are accredited by the Middle States
Commission on Higher Education in Delaware and
are recognized by the U.S. Secretary of Education.
What does AUR have to offer?
- Innovative study programs that promote critical
thinking, independent research, and intercultural
communication as central components all our
undergraduate courses.
- Small class sizes which give a more intimate and
in-depth educational experience, including the
freedom to pursue a study program tailored to the
individual student’s interests.
- International work and study experiences are
actively encouraged, and a wealth of opportunities
to undertake a semester abroad or an international
internship are available to our students.
Bachelor’s Degree Programs
- Bachelor of Arts in Archaeology and Classics
- Bachelor of Arts in Art History
- Bachelor of Arts in Communication and Digital Media

- Bachelor of Arts in English Writing, Literature, and Publishing
- Bachelor of Arts in Film
- Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts
- Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies
- Bachelor of Arts in International Relations and Global Politics
- Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- Bachelor of Science in Travel and Tourism
Graduate Programs
- Master of Arts in Food Studies
- Master of Arts in Peace Studies
- Master of Arts in Cultural Heritage
Contacts:
The American University of Rome
Via Pietro Roselli, 4 – 00153 Rome – Italy
Tel. +39 06 58330919
Fax +39 06 58330992
admissions@aur.edu
www.aur.edu

CIAO ITA L IA
Centro di Lingua e Cultura Italiana

“CIAO ITALIA is a centre specialized in teaching
Italian to foreigners which was founded in 1996.
The school is located in the historic centre of Rome,
in the characteristic district of Monti, within short
walking distance from the Colosseum, Spanish Steps,
the Central Railway Station and two Metro stops. Its
membership of EDUITALIA (Association of School
of Italian as a Second Language) guarantees the
quality of the teaching and services provided by the
school. The school has also been recognized by the
BILDUNGSURLAUB in Germany and it is an authorized
PLIDA (Soc.DANTE ALIGHIERI) and CELI (Università
per Stranieri di Perugia) Certication Centre. The school
collaborates with many Universities, IIC worldwide
and it manages courses for many Embassies among
which USA, CANADA, NEW ZEALAND, UK CIAO
ITALIA is a small-sized school, ideal to ensure a
friendly and welcoming atmosphere. We take care of
our students with particular attention to all their needs.
The high level of our Italian courses is combined with
an excellent quality-price ratio. The school is open all
year-round. The teaching structure breaks down into
6 levels according with the European Framework. The
classes are composed of 2 up to 12 people.

Offered courses in presence or online: from absolute beginners
to advanced, intensive/ extensive, group/individual, business,
conversation, home-stay, study holiday, preparation to Certication
of Italian (CELI, PLIDA), via Skype lessons and Italian Art, History
and amateur Italian cooking. Standard courses start every Monday.
The school offers an interesting social program: welcome pizza
party, first day orientation, film screenings, lectures, lunches with the
teachers, guided tours and cooking lessons. Some activities are free.
Services: free internet, housing, transfer from airport, assistance for
Study Visa and certificates.
Contacts:
CIAO ITALIA – Italian Language and Culture
Via delle Frasche, 5 – 00184 – Roma
Tel/Fax +39 06 4814084 – Mobile +39 320 2957595
info@ciao-italia.it – www.ciao-italia.it
Skype: ciao-italia – Blog: ciaoitalia.wordpress.com
Facebook: Ciao Italia – Twitter: CiaoItalia-school – Instagram: ciaoitaliaschool
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CEN T RO L INGU ISTI CO ITA L I A N O DAN T E ALI GH I ERI

Centro Linguistico Italiano Dante Alighieri is a school
specialized in teaching Italian language & culture to
foreigners. It’s officially authorized by the Italian Ministry
of Education, by Regione Lazio and member of Asils and
of Eduitalia. In following the specific procedures of the
Regional Accreditation and UNI ES ISO 9001:2015, the
school guarantees that all the activities are offered in
view of quality and constant improvement through the
required procedures. The centre is housed in a stylish
turn of century building, at 1 Piazza Bologna. It’s within
easy reach of the city centre and all other areas, amply
served by underground Line B and many bus routes.
CLIDA offers: Full immersion courses for every interest
with a flexible time schedule; Reduced groups (maximum
of 12 students per class); Research of accommodation
(best standard & prices), Official transcript, free internet
access (wireless available), Study Visa process, Full
program of extra-curricular activities (evenings and
weekend) and guided tours.

Courses:
- General Italian courses start every Monday. All courses are
held and accompanied by well experienced, highly qualified,
supportive and friendly teachers. Group, one to one and
mixed courses; all levels according to the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages.
- Special programs: History of Art, Italian literature, Business
Italian, Language and work placement (International internship
opportunities), Opera (language and voice training), Interior
design.
- CLIDA is also a centre of teacher training courses of Italian as
second language. Preparations for the CILS and CELI (Certificate
of Italian as a second language).
Member of ASILS

Contacts:

Centro Linguistico Italiano Dante Alighieri – ROMA

Piazza Bologna, 1 – 00162 – Roma
Tel. +39 06 44231400 – Fax +39 06 44231007
info@clidante.it – www.clidante.it

CLIDA can create college or university study abroad
programs in a charming part of Rome at a very affordable
cost. CLIDA is a full-service education center, offering highquality Italian language instruction as well as courses in
Italian history, culture, art, literature, and opera, taught
in Italian or English. We can accommodate the needs of
your short-stay or long-stay abroad program.

ESE ROM E
European School of Economics
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Study in Italy for a British Degree!
‘Build within you what you want outside. You can win the
game of Life only if you master yourself’ -Elio D’Anna, ESE
Founder and President
The European School of Economics is an award winning,
private international Business School offering unique
undergraduate and postgraduate degree programmes,
internationally recognised and validated by our UK
partner the University of Chichester, as well as a selection
of short certificate courses covering a wide range of
business sectors. In today’s competitive job market,
young professionals require assistance to make their
professional dreams a reality. ESE aims to guide students
in identifying their career path through personalized
internship placements worldwide, as well as workshops,
guest lectures and company visits.
Thanks to its strong international character, pragmatic
business approach and the focus on self-development
and employability, ESE graduates are amongst the
most competitive business professionals on the market.
Why study in Rome? With an unparalleled history
which dates back more than 2000 years, Rome today
continues to represent the pinnacle of European classical
beauty and culture, as well as a modern multicultural
capital for international business and organizations,
banks, government institutions and well-known local and
international companies. ESE Rome is located in the quiet,
green and exclusive district San Saba near the city centre.

Undergraduate
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in Business Administration, specialisations in Management,
Marketing, Finance, Media & Communications, Sports Management;
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in International Economics & Political Science; Bachelor
(BA Hons) in Organisational Communication & Media Management
Postgraduate
Master of Science (MSc) in Management, Marketing, Finance, Digital
Marketing; Master of Science (MSc) and Postgraduate Certificates
(PG Certificates): Fashion and Luxury Goods Management, Luxury
Real Estate Management, Luxury Hospitality and Events Management,
Luxury with Yacht Management, MBA Film Production
Short Certificate Courses
Arts & Culture Management, Entrepreneurship & Leadership, Management,
Events Management, Marketing, Music Management, The Business of Architecture
Summer Programmes
Contacts:
ESE Rome

Via Flaminio Ponzio, 2 – 00153 Rome, Italy
Tel. +39 0648906653 / +39 064872590
admissions.rome@uniese.it – www.ese.ac.uk

I ED ROM A
Istituto Europeo di Design

IED ROMA: a cross media capital
In 40 years of history, IED Roma has trained thousands
of creative people. IED is a point of reference on the
territory, a hub promoting sustainable development
and innovation, a place of meetings and events, a
center training and research open to the whole city in 3
locations: Visual Arts in San Giovanni, Design at Porta
Maggiore, Fashion and Communication at Testaccio.
Rome is the first and largest metropolis in the western
world, junction for institutional and international
relations. Nowadays Rome is a contamination of
cultures and imaginaries, hybridization of knowledge,
arts and technologies able to connect the various
stakeholders, through the creation of a network of
opportunities.

Advertising and Communication, Brand Management and
Communication, Design, Fashion and Accessories Design, Fashion
Marketing and Management, Fashion Styling and Communication,
Graphic Design and Advertising, Illustration & Animation & Game
Design, Interior Design, Jewelry Design, Media & Interaction Design,
Photography, Sound Design, Video Design, as well as Foundation
courses and various Continuing Education courses.

IED Roma offers Undergraduate, Masters, and Summer
courses in Italian and English in the fields of:

IED Design
Via Casilina, 47 00182 Roma
Tel. +39 06 70612111

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu - www.ied.edu
IED Moda / Communication
Via Giovanni Branca 122 00153 Roma
Tel. +39 06 5717651
IED Visual Arts
Via Alcamo 11 00182 Roma
Tel. +39 06 7024025

ISTIT UTO LO R E N ZO D E ’ ME D I CI
LdM Tuscania

With nearly 50 years of experience, LdM is one of
Italy’s most established institutions for international
higher education, committed to delivering a highquality learning experience through which students
develop their creativity, realize their own potential,
and empower themselves to impact the world
around them. ABOUT LdM: Founded in Florence
in 1973 / 2 locations: Tuscania (Lazio Region) and
Florence (Tuscany Region) / 500+ courses in English
/ 7 Academic Schools, 36 Departments / 100+
nationalities in the student body / 100+ affliates and
collaborations worldwide / US credits available.
PROGRAMS at LdM TUSCANIA: Academic Semester
and Year Abroad (with Internship opportunity within
the context of the Academic Semester) - Special
Two Italies Semester Program (Florence+Tuscania) Short Sessions: Summer Sessions - Special Summer
Programs: Archaeology Field School, Yoga & Wellness
Workshop - Summer Certificate Programs - Italian
Language Courses - all levels - Distance Learning
Programs.
LdM TUSCANIA: Strategically located between Rome
and Florence / Campus in the historic city center,
surrounded by medieval walls / Next to areas of
archaeological importance (including various Etruscan
necropolises) / Wide range of courses in a variety of

subjects: Culinary Arts and Gastronomy, Agriculture, Creative Arts,
Photography, Ancient Studies, Literature, Environmental Studies,
Italian Language and Culture, Photography, Painting, and more.
STUDENT SERVICES: Housing Services - Special plans for meals
and dining - Library and specialized labs - Orientation + Dedicated
staff of Student Advisors + 24h Emergency number - Field Trips Well-being and outdoor activities, excursions, free weekend transfer
service to Viterbo and Tarquinia.
Contacts:
www.ldminstitute.com – info@ldminstitute.com
LdM Main Campus and Headquarters
via Faenza, 43 – 50123 Florence, Italy
Ph. +39.055.287360 Fax +39.055.2398920
LdM Academic Relations + Student Services
3600 Bee Caves Road, Suite 205B – Austin, TX 78746 U.S.A.
Ph. +1.877.765.4LDM (4536) – +1.512.328.INFO (4636) Fax +1.512.328.4638
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LIN K C AM PUS U N IV E RSIT Y

Link Campus University is an international university
offering degree courses taught in English and geared
towards pioneering professional fields.
The University has many links with international
universities and actively promotes the mobility of
students and teachers.
Combining teaching methods centred on students, small
class sizes, and a strong focus on answering complex
problems with practical and innovative solutions, Link
Campus University meets the needs of those who are
looking for a truly avant-garde education.
The stunning university building is situated in a historical
complex within beautiful gardens in the heart of Rome,
close to the Vatican City.
The active Internship and Placement Office ensures
students have access to the best work opportunities
available and can gain valuable, authentic, and relevant
experience which contributes towards the launch of a
successful career.

Bachelor’s Degrees:
• Performing Arts – Audio-visual and Theatre Production
• Innovative Technologies for Digital Communication
• Defence and Security Science
• International Business Administration
• Politics and International Relations
Master’s Degrees
• Technologies and Languages of Communication
• Work Consultancy and Human Resources Management
• Business Management
• Law (single cycle master’s degree)
• Strategic studies and Diplomatic Sciences
The course list is constantly updated. Please visit the University
website for more information.

Contacts:
Link Campus University
Via del Casale di San Pio V, 44 - 00165 Roma, Italy
Tel. 0039 0634006214 / 0039 0634006203
admissions@linkinternational.eu - www.unilink.it

LU ISS

Our Story
Located in the capital of Italy, Luiss is an international
university specialized in the field of social sciences,
providing a diverse learning environment based on
openness, inclusiveness, responsibility, sustainability
and entrepreneurship as a mindset.
Luiss has a privileged relationship with the business
world—over 500 companies, multinationals, and
public and private institutions collaborate with Luiss,
offering its students and recent graduates their first real
opportunities in the business world.
Luiss offers Bachelors’, Masters’, post-graduate studies and
research in four departments: Business & Management,
Economics & Finance, Political Science, and Law.
The University provides opportunities for student
engagement through conferences, workshops and
services such as a Tutoring Office, and Language
Labs. The school also offers sports and volunteer
opportunities, psychological and healthcare support,
and career services.
University Programs
Students can choose from programs in four departments
and take advantage of study abroad programs with
prestigious international partners.
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Bachelor Programs include Economics & Business; Management &
Computer Science; Business Administration; and Political Science.
Master Programs include Corporate Finance; Economics & Finance;
Global Management & Politics; Strategic Management; Data
Science and Management; International Relations; Management;
Law, Digital Innovation & Sustainability; Marketing; and Policies &
Governance in Europe. Additionally, beginning in the 2022/23
academic year two online courses in Marketing and Strategic
Management will be available. Summer University courses are
also offered for provisional students or students wishing to expand
their knowledge base. Luiss offers a wide range of scholarships,
professional opportunities and networking initiatives to enhance the
student experience and help them launch their career.
Contacts:
Luiss University
Viale Romania 32, Rome
International Orientation
internationalprograms@luiss.it

JO H N C ABOT U N IV E RSIT Y

John Cabot University is an American university in
Rome’s centrally-located Trastevere district. Founded in
1972 and accredited by the Middle States Commission
on Higher Education, we offer undergraduate and
graduate degree programs and study abroad
opportunities to students from over 80 countries.
Our liberal arts curriculum prepares students for
graduate study and the international job market. We
take advantage of our multicultural community and
location in the heart of Rome, providing students the
chance to choose from 14 majors and 400+ courses
in English every semester. Small class sizes, academic
and professional advising, and comprehensive student
services ensure that all are supported throughout their
university experience and after graduation.

Bachelor's Degrees:
Art History, Business Administration, Classical Studies, Communications,
Economics and Finance, English Literature, History, Humanistic Studies,
International Affairs, International Business, Italian Studies, Marketing,
Political Science, Psychological Science
Master's Degree:
Art History
Additional Courses:
Archaeology, Computer Science, Creative Writing, Engineering, French,
German, Journalism, Greek, Italian, Latin, Law, Management, Mathematics,
Natural Science, Philosophy, Photography, Psychology, Religious Studies,
Rhetoric, Social Sciences, Spanish, Studio Art, Theater and Film Studies
Contacts:
John Cabot University
Via della Lungara, 233, Roma, Italy 00165
Tel. +39 06 6819121
admissions@johncabot.edu – www.johncabot.edu

The University awards over $4 million in scholarships
and financial aid annually, and also participates in the
US Federal Student Aid program.

NABA, Nuova Ac c a d emia d i B elle Ar ti
Rome

NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti is an
internationally renowned Academy focused on arts
and design. Founded in Milan in 1980, it is the largest
private Academy in Italy, the first one to have been
recognised by the Italian Ministry of University and
Research (MUR) back in 1981, and it was recently
named by the prestigious QS World University
Rankings® by Subject 2021 as the Best Academy of
Fine Arts in Italy and in the top 100 worldwide in
Art&Design field. Today, NABA has 4500 students,
30% of whom are international coming from around
80 foreign countries.
In 2019, NABA has opened a campus with specialised
laboratories, a library, study and lounge areas
in Rome, Italy’s capital city and showcase for art
exhibitions, timeless and unique cultural places, and
for important events such as the Altaroma Fashion
Weeks and the Rome Film Fest.

NABA Rome Academic Offer: BAs in Graphic Design and Art
Direction, Fashion Design, Painting and Visual Arts, Film and Animation
(evolution of the current BA in Media Design and Multimedia Arts,
subject to authorisation by MUR for A.Y. 2022/23). Four new MAs
in User Experience Design, Visual Design and Integrated Marketing
Communication, Fashion Design, Visual Arts and Curatorial Studies,
which teaching delivery campus is subject to authorisation by MUR
for A.Y. 2022/23. Special Programmes: Gap Year, Semester Abroad
Programmes, Summer Courses.

Contacts:
NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti
Rome Campus - via Ostiense 92, 00154, Rome
Tel: +39 06 90251318
int.info@naba.it - www.naba.it
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QUASA R INSTITU TE FOR A DVA N CED D ESI GN

For over 30 years, the best courses in Graphic & Design.
Since our foundation in 1987, Quasar Institute for
Advanced Design has been a cutting-edge structure
for academic training, research and innovation in
the field of design. A school-laboratory that trains the
best designers of the future, home of digital artists,
craftsmen 2.0, and creative visionaries.
Quasar Institute for Advanced Design relies in the
strong relationship between the classroom and the
Industry, with the support of the lecturers that are
active designers and architects operating in the field,
is the first Exponential LearningTM Centre, where new
creatives meet the best production techniques, to shape
together the design of the future.
The "Academic to Professional" experience is
carefully curated, since the beginning the students
join classrooms with maximum 20 aspirant designers,
each course gives the possibility to apply the acquired
skills in projects for real clients, both public and
private. Quasar Institute for Advanced Design offers
a career placement service to its recent graduates.
By connecting them to companies and institutions
that offer internships and professional opportunities
aligned with their talents, the current placement rate is
>90% within 6 months of course completion.
Exchange Programs are part of the Quasar Experience,

being a member of the ERASMUS+ network opens to our students
the possibility to spend abroad from 3 to 9 months in a partner
Design University in Europe.
Courses:
OFFICIAL UNDERGRADUATE (Graphic & Communication Design,
Habitat Design, Interaction Design, Game Design), OFFICIAL
MASTER (Interior Design, Yacht Design, Product Design Made
in Italy, Art Direction & Media Management), PROFESSIONAL
& e-LEARNING (Garden Design, Interior Design), SUMMER (Live
Drawing, Yacht Design, Self-Made Product Design, Photography).
Contacts:
Quasar Institute for Advanced Design
Via Crescenzio 17/A
00198 Rome - Italy
tel. +39 068557078
www.quasarinstitute.it/en
international-program@quasarinstitute.it
#quasarinstitute

RUFA
Rome University of Fine Arts

RUFA is a multidisciplinary and international education
institution – legally recognized by the Italian Ministry
of University and Research (MUR) – offering solid,
innovative courses in the field of Fine Arts, Design,
Communication, Cinema, Photography and Media art.
At RUFA students can find the ideal study program for
their education to effectively enter and grow in the job
market. The main objective is to transfer knowledge
and specific technical skills while encouraging the
contamination between contemporary artistic languages,
transversality, research and experimentation. RUFA
offers Bachelor and Master of Arts programmes based
on a particular methodology, which combines academic
teaching with practical experience, through workshops,
masterclasses, internships, traineeships, and Erasmus+
programme. The Academy supports scientific and artistic
research and creative production, and realizes many
initiatives (festivals, exhibitions, fairs, special projects in
collaboration with public and private organizations) to
share student artworks and new forms of expression.
BACHELOR OF ARTS: Graphic design IT / Graphic
design - Comics and illustration IT / Design
IT-EN / Sustainable Fashion Design IT / Cinema IT
/ Photography and audiovisual IT / Set design IT
/ Painting IT-EN / Sculpture and installations IT-EN
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MASTER OF ARTS: Visual and innovation design IT / Computer
animation and visual effects IT / Multimedia arts and design IT
/ Film arts EN / Set design ITA / Fine arts: Painting, Sculpture and
Printmaking EN
RUFA also offers the Foundation Year course necessary for some
foreign High School systems: a supplementary course of 60 credits,
during which students will be able to integrate their education in
terms of minimum years and/or subjects and meet the requirements
by the Italian Ministry of Education, thus being eligible for the access
to Bachelor programs.
Contacts:
RUFA – Rome University of Fine Arts
Via Benaco 2, 00199 – Rome – Italy
Tel. +39 0685865917
rufa@unirufa.it, orientamento@unirufa.it,
erasmus@unirufa.it – www.unirufa.it

SCUOL A L EO NA R D O DA V I N CI ®
Rome

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® was founded in Florence in
1977 and was soon followed by four other language
centers in Italy in Milan, Rome, Turin and Viareggio.
Since then, our schools have taught the Italian language
and culture to thousands of students from all over the
world.
All of our centers offer identical course calendars,
didactic method and welcoming spirit. Our trainers are
certified to teach Italian as a second language and have
many years of experience. A multilingual staff will be
at your service in all 5 locations to make your stay as
pleasant as possible in each city you will visit.
Thanks to our forty-five years experience, we are able to
satisfy various types of requests ranging from intensive
general Italian courses to culture and arts programs,
music lessons as well as tailor-made lessons based on
your professional field.
Each center offers a wide choice of activities for your free
time to enable you to meet new friends, get familiar with
the city and discover what each location has to offer.
Typical activities include visits to museums, exhibitions,
concerts, events, happy hours and lunch with other
students, a walking tour of the city and trips to other
interesting surrounding locations.
Our Rome Center is located in a Baroque aristocratic
Palazzo from the 17th century, situated only a few steps
from the picturesque piazza Navona.

Courses and Services:
Short and Long Term Intensive Italian Language Courses (ON SITE &
ONLINE); Preparation Courses for Italian Universities, Fashion and
Design Academies, IMAT; «La Dolce Vita» 50plus Courses; «Italian
Tour» Courses learning Italian in 5 cities by choice; Italian Language
Examination Courses; Academic School Year; Art, Fashion and Design
Courses; Music Courses; Excellent Accommodation Services.
Officially authorized by the Italian Ministry of Education; Quality
management system «ISO 9001:2015». Authorized examination center
for the CILS certification, issued by the University for Foreigners of Siena
and the A1 - C2 level diplomas «Diploma di Lingua Italiana Firenze»,
issued by Accademia Italiana di Lingua®.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci®
Piazza dell’Orologio 7, IT-00186 ROME - Italy
Phone: +39-06-6889.2513 - rome@scuolaleonardo.com
www.leonardo-rome.com - www.scuolaleonardo.com

TO R VE RGATA U N IV E RSIT Y OF ROM E

The Tor Vergata University of Rome was founded in 1982.
It is a public university, ranked among the world’s Top
100 less-than-50-year old Universities by both QS and
Times Higher Education. Tor Vergata hosts six Schools:
Economics
Law
Engineering
Humanities and Philosophy
Medicine and Surgery
Mathematical, Physical and Natural Sciences
The Campus is about 40 minutes tube ride from the
historical city centre of the “Eternal City” Rome and
20 minutes far from the peaceful Castelli Romani area,
notorious for its vineyards and hillside landscape. Each
School owns a library, teaching and research facilities,
reading rooms, laboratories, canteens and green areas
where students can experience a real campus life. The
School of Medicine and Surgery is part of the important
University Hospital compound, where students can benefit
from health care and physical emergency assistance.
COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH
Bachelor in Business Administration and Economics
Bachelor in Engineering Sciences
Bachelor in Global Governance
MSc in Astrophysics

MSc in Biotechnology
MSc in Chemistry for Nano-Engineering
MA of Art in European History
MSc in Physics of Complex Systems and Big Data
MSc in Finance and Banking
MSc in Economics
MSc in European Economy and Business Law
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in Mechatronics Engineering
MSc in ICT and Internet Engineering
MA of Art in Art History in Rome From Late Antiquity to the Present
Master of Arts in Tourism Strategy, Cultural Heritage and Made in Italy
One-cycle degree in Medicine
One-cycle degree in Pharmacy
Contacts:
Tor Vergata University of Rome
Via Cracovia 50 – 00133 Rome (Italy)
+39 (0)6 7259 2324
chiara.tranquilli@uniroma2.it – en.uniroma2.it
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Come and Enjoy Italy... a unique experience
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w w w. re g ion e. c ampania.it

CA MPA NIA
High-class stores, state-of the-art health spas and aristocratic residences…all
reasons to visit the region of Campania. Its charming, breathtaking towns and
villages propel visitors back in time.
This is the other side of a region that not only offers art, history, folklore and
delicious food, but can also give you an “alternative” vacation, with such modern
things to offer such as shopping in luxury boutiques, visits to modern-day health
spas, and stays in historical residences.

Naples

Sorrento
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Salerno

ACCA D E M IA D E L L A MODA I UAD

Conceived in 1960s by the master tailor Domenico
Lettieri, Accademia della Moda is now a reference point
for young people who want to have a career in design
field. Students can choose among a range of different
courses in Fashion Design, Communication Design and
Interior Architecture. Teaching staff includes experts
on fashion and design industry. The common goal is
to let students acquire skills and tools necessary for
placement in the fashion and design sector, becoming
able to conform to different work realities, such as
Communication agencies, industries, fashion studios,
craft workshops, or in freelance market. Accademia
della Moda Placement Department collaborates
with many companies to introduce new graduates in
practical activities and internships in order to complete
their education and have an overview of the design
world. Accademia della Moda strong point is the high
percentage of placement of its students.
Programmes available:
Three-year Bachelor of Arts Degrees:
• Design and Interior Architecture
• Communication Design and Fashion Design
Post-graduate Courses:
• Art Direction & Copy Writing
• Accessory Design (shoes and bags)
Master Courses:
• Technical Drawing for Fashion

• Master Degree in international marketing and communication

of Italian style
Professional Courses:
• Industrial Pattern Maker
• CAD Operator Pattern System
• Fashion Designer
• CAD Operator for Fashion System
• Fashion Illustrator
• Hostess and Model
• Interior Design and 2D/3D CAD operator
• Visual Merchandiser
• Footwear Pattern Maker
• Tailoring for Male Garment

Contacts:
Accademia della Moda IUAD
Via G. Pica 62
80142 – Napoli – Italia
Tel – Fax (+39) 081 5540383
info@accademiamoda.it . www.accademiadellamoda.it

ACCA D E M IA ITA L I A NA
Salerno

Accademia Italiana offers Italian courses all year round in
Salerno since 1997. The school, of the highest quality, is
one of the most accredited in Italy (Ministry of Education,
University for Foreigners of Siena and of Perugia for
official Certificates, ASILS, IALC)
Accademia Italiana is situated in Salerno (South of
Italy) the typical Italian mid-sized city by seaside where
students can really experience the typical Italian life due
to the absence of the mass tourism. The city is strategically
located between wonderful surroundings such as: Amalfi
Coast, with Positano, Amalfi and Ravello, Sorrento,
Capri, Ischia, Paestum, Pompeii, Naples etc.
Accademia Italiana offers Italian Programs in General
Language for Adults and Juniors, Families and 50 Plus,
Training for Teachers, Internship and Business Courses.
Students can get the Official Certificates at school. An
intensive Leisure Program is offered all year around with
excursions, seminars, special visits and city tours. All the
teachers are highly qualified and specialized in teaching
Italian as second language.
For US Universities and Colleges, Accademia Italiana
offers a wide range of Italian Programs: Faculty –
Led, Semester, Academic year, Service Learning and
Internship Programs. For all the programs students can
earn credits, which are transferable through our US
partner institution University of Mississippi (MS). High
School and AP preparation Programs are also offered.
High qualified Advisors work hard for assessing credit
transfer to universities/colleges of origin. Different

accommodation options are offered in Salerno: Host families, Shared
apartment, Private studio/apartment, Hotel/guesthouse.
Courses offered:
Italian General Courses (standard, Intensive and Super Intensive),
Summer Programs, Semester Programs, Faculty Led programs,
High School & College Credits Transfer, AP College Preparation,
Examination Courses CELI & CILS, University preparatory Courses,
Training Courses for Teachers, Courses for Professionals, Internship,
50 Plus, Language Food and Wine, Family Program, Junior Program,
Art and Culture Courses, Seasonal Programs (New Year, Easter and
Mid-Summer Programs), Italian Fashion& Design, Italian Cooking for
Professionals, Italian Photography, Service Learning Programs, Italian
& Music in collaboration with local Conservatories of Music.
Member of ASILS
Contacts:
Accademia Italiana Salerno
Via Roma 39, Salerno, I-84121, Italy
Tel: +39 089 25 69 65 – Fax: +39 089 25 03 99
info@accademia-italiana.it – www.accademia-italiana.it
www.studyabroad-italy.org
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SAN T’ A NNA I NSTITU TE
Sorrento

SANT’ANNA
INSTITUTE
SORRENTO

Sant’Anna Institute, located in the historical center
of Sorrento, Italy overlooking the Bay of Naples, is a
globally-oriented campus that provides tailormade
educational programs. Sorrento is a quaint town with
a cosmopolitan feel; a safe, walkable, and picturesque
place with an international population - the ideal location
to experience the heart of southern Italy.
The study abroad programs (offered individually or
faculty-led during the Spring and Fall semesters, Summer,
J-term, Maymester and the full Academic Year, also
with some select virtual and hybrid options) follow an
experiential learning model – combining coursework in
the classroom with immersion opportunities in the local
community through: site visits, internships for credit,
service learning projects, cultural excursions, tandem
language exchange partners, and homestays - allowing
students to experience the authentic Italian lifestyle.
The newest programs in Honors Research and
Continuing Education open the doors to students of all
ages to participate in Sant’Anna’s academic excellence,
including our deep experience in study abroad program
personalization, and to share in the richly educational
value of our local territory.
The Italian Language and Culture programs consist of
daily courses accompanied by cultural activities. Nearby
excursions include Capri, Pompeii, Naples, Amalfi
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Coast, and the Mount Vesuvius volcano.
U.S.-accredited academic courses available in:
Humanities and Classics (Cultural Studies and Archaeology,
Italian Cinema, Drawing, and Photography)
Italian Studies
Social Sciences (including History of the Mafia, Anthropology
of Europe, and Mediterranean Culture and History)
Natural Sciences (including Marine Biology with lab and Volcanology)
Business Studies
Hospitality and Tourism Management
Civic Engagement and Internships in various fields
Member of ASILS
Contacts:
Sant’Anna Institute - Sorrento
Via Marina Grande 16 – 80067 Sorrento (NA) - Italy
Tel (+39) 081 807 5599 / (+39) 081 878 4470 – Fax (+39) 081 532 4140
www.santannainstitute.com – info@santannainstitute.com

SALERNO

TROPEA

RENDE

SORRENTO

NAPLES

Escape to Italy... learn in the center of culture and art
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CA L A B RI A
It is pratically impossible to describe in one word the wonders of this amazing
region, with its rich history and myriad of towns.
Capture the essence of a land firmly embedded in tradition and marvel at the
beauty and of the generous nature of the Calabrese people. Not many people can
claim to retain such a deep attachment to a way of life and heart-felt tradition as
the people of this region. A way of life and tradition that they strive to safeguard
and maintain at all costs.
Calabria is a land of interwoven cultures due to the numerous civilizations that it has come
into contact with throughout its history, and which visitors can experience firsthand.

Tropea
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PI CCOL A UNIV E RSITÀ ITA L I A NA
Tropea

Piccola Università Italiana’s campus in Southern Italy
is located in Tropea, a picturesque and charming,
medieval town surrounded by lush green landscapes,
powder white sandy beaches and deep blue crystal
clear sea. The school is located in the heart of the old
town in a lovely “palazzo” dating from the 18th century.
- Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education,
University and Research
- Full member of IALC (International Association of
Language Centres)
- Authorized exam centre for CELI and AIL
examinations
Since 27 years, the school is a guarantee for highest
standards of quality and integrity, offering a rich
immersive product for students, educators and affiliate
universities.
Course program executed in INHOUSE classes,
ONLINE or in HYBRID modus
- Classical Italian language courses in small groups
with 3 to max. 8 persons (min. age 16 yrs.)
- Cultural and business sector specific courses
- Custom tailored preparatory courses for Italian
exams: CILS, CELI, PLIDA, etc.
- Italian plus activity (Mediterranean cooking,
painting, catamaran sailing, windsurfing, scuba
diving, bike
- USA Study Abroad Programs with academic credits

Extracurricular program and educational field trips:
Explore Southern Italy (Campania, Basilicata, Calabria and Sicily)
through the culture-, arts- and history program of the school to discover
the era of the Magna Graecia (Greater Greece), Roman remains
as well as medieval castles of the Norman and Byzantine period.
The school also offers Mediterranean cooking classes, wine tastings,
motorboat and sailing trips, a wide variety of seminars, Italian music
evenings and much more.
The school is a place of great drive and ambition to succeed,
where people from all over the world meet to immerse, experience
authentic Italian culture first-hand and fall in love with Southern Italy.

Contacts:
Piccola Università Italiana
Largo Antonio Pandullo 5, 89861 Tropea, Italy
Tel.: +39 0963 603284 – Skype: piccola.universita.italiana
info@piccolauniversitaitaliana.com – www.piccolauniversitaitaliana.com
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SICI L I A
It is not easy to understand Sicily. Like a beautiful woman, Sicily requires a certain
type of approach and cannot easily be won over. All one can do is to allow
himself to be seduced, as were the first Mycenaeans when they passed through this
way to buy obsidian and pumice stone in the Aeolian Islands when nothing else
was known for cutting and polishing.
The Phoenicians also journeyed along these coasts, establishing trading stations
and commerce with every corner of the Mediterranean. These were people who
lived in peace, trading with Siculs, Sicans, and Elymians.
Sicily welcomes everyone, and has always done so. Everyone becomes Sicilian—
you don’t have to be born here to do so. Hermocrates of Syracuse made this
point back in 424 BC when he said, “We are neither Ionians nor Dorians, we are
Sicilians.”
We use the hand gestures of the ancient Phoenician merchants; We are as crafty
as the Greeks, as captious as the Byzantines, as blasé as the knights of Andalusia,
and we still show great respect for the dead and the necropolises of all those who
died on the island.
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Milazzo
Cefalù

Taormina

Siracusa

BABI LO NIA
Centro Studi Italiani

The Center for Italian Studies “BABILONIA” in
Taormina, Sicily, passionately dedicates itself to the
study of the Italian language and culture.
BABILONIA is not just a language school but a truly
Cultural Center opened to both our International
Students and the local community.
The cultural events that take place at BABILONIA
represent an unique opportunity for our International
students to feel part of the Italian community, to
experience cultural exchanges with different Italy’s
culture realities, to meet literature authors during our
book presentations, to enjoy art exhibitions during our
painting and photograph openings, to enjoy classical
and jazz live concerts in our school garden, “I Giardini
di Babilonia”…
“Casa Silva”, the historical house where our Center is
located, is in the heart of Taormina: 200 meters away
from the Greek Theatre along the beautiful staircase
of Scalinata Timoleone. At “Casa Silva” our students
can enjoy 1000 square meters of botanical garden
with lemon, orange, tangerine, grapefruit trees, palm
trees and other Mediterranean plant. The garden is
part of the archaeological area of Taormina.
BABILONIA offers group and private General Italian
courses as well as Culture courses (literature, history,
art history, cinema), extra courses (cooking, ceramics,

diving, hiking, etc) and Italian for special purposes (business,
commercial correspondence, CELI exam preparation) for all levels
(from absolute beginners to C2 level according to the Common
European Framework for Languages).
For U.S. university students our school offer Semester programs and
Short term programs for undergraduate and graduate programs, for
Italian language courses as well as for art history, literature, cinema,
history, archaeology, politics and humanities, taught in either Italian
or English. Students may directly transfer credits into their home
university or earn US university credits through our Accrediting
Universities in USA.
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
BABILONIA – Centro Studi Italiani
Scalinata Timoleone 10
98039 Taormina
Tal/fax (39) 094223441
info@babilonia.it – director@babilonia.it
www.babilonia.it

L ABO L ING
La scuola di italiano in Sicilia

Laboling - La scuola di italiano in Sicilia offers Italian
language and culture courses in Milazzo, located
right in front of the beautiful Aeolian Islands. City life
here is truly Italian, as Milazzo is far away from mass
tourism. This is an ideal location and has easy access
to all the tourist attractions and historical sites in Sicily.
The school is located in the center of Milazzo, a short
distance from the Old Town, the port, the beach,
shopping areas, restaurants, cafés and pubs.
Courses are organised in 6 different levels as
suggested by the Common European Framework
of Reference for Languages. The limited number of
students per classroom enables teachers to follow
students accurately and ensures constant interaction
with them. The teachers are university graduates,
highly qualified and experienced in teaching Italian
to foreigners.
At Laboling it is possible to sit the CILS (Certificazione
Italiano Lingua Straniera) exam and in addition to
ordinary Italian classes, Laboling offers seminars on
art, history, cinema, music, traditions and cooking.
Students can also take part in our free time
program which includes excursions and many other
interesting activities.

Accommodation for the students is carefully selected by the school
staff. The apartments are comfortable fitted with all modern
conveniences, and located close to the school.
Students can choose the most suitable course for them:
- General Italian language and culture course in small groups
- Campus Course (All-Inclusive 4-week course)
- CILS preparatory course
- Course for Seniors
- Individual Classes
- Italian course on a sail boat
- Italian course on the Aeolian Islands
Member of ASILS

Contacts:
Laboling - La scuola di italiano in Sicilia
Via Nino Ryolo 20
98057 Milazzo – Sicily
Tel. +39 0909283214
info@laboling.it – www.laboling.com
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SOLEM A R AC A D E MY
Learn Italian in a boutique language school

Solemar Academy is a boutique Italian language
school in Sicily, founded in 1986. We are based
in Cefalù, a stunning small town at the foot of the
Madonie Park, well known for its beautiful beach
and the UNESCO World Heritage Cathedral. Our
colorful school with a contemporary design is just
a stone’s throw away from the beach and the old
town. The choice to study at Solemar is a choice to
be amongst friends: the school is managed by a very
approachable, young and energetic team with native
speakers of Italian, English, German, French and
Russian on hand. Our teachers are highly experienced
and motivated and use a method which is based on
practical communication.
Every week students can choose from a broad calendar
of leisure activities (excursions, guided tours, cooking
classes, boat trips, etc.). The school also provides
different kinds of lodging: shared accommodation,
entire apartments at our beautiful Villa Caterina,
private studios, homestays, hotel rooms and more.

many kinds of group courses, cultural courses, study and work programs,
special programs for 50+ students and nature lovers, individual lessons
(including CELI preparation) to suit all levels and needs.
Quality:
Solemar Academy is member of ASILS. We cooperate with many Italian
Culture Centers, Universities and Schools from all over the world. With the
benefit of over 30 years of experience, we are able to provide tailored
study holidays to groups of secondary school students, groups from
universities and groups aged 50+.
Member of ASILS
Contacts:
Solemar Academy
Via M.C. Tomasini 5, 90015, Cefalù (PA)
+39 0921 92 10 29 – +39 339 60 97 076
info@solemar-academy.com
www.solemar-academy.com

Courses:
The school is open all year round. Our teachers follow a
communicative approach but are ready to adapt their
teaching to different needs. The classes are designed to fit
the levels of the CEFR (from beginner to advanced). We offer

SYR ACUSE ACA D E MY

Syracuse Academy is a center for field studies in
environmental and social sciences. Building upon
extensive experience in international education and
interaction with a comprehensive local network,
Syracuse Academy offers carefully designed and
area-specific custom programs in a broad range of
academic disciplines, with a focus on experiential
and intercultural learning. These programs allow
students to carry out independent research, while being
mentored and supported by experienced academics,
and to develop a meaningful interaction and cultural
exchange with the local community.
Set in Syracuse (Sicily), rare among Italian cities,
boasting a wealth of cultural heritage of the ancient,
medieval, and renaissance periods, a timeless beauty
recognized by its UNESCO World Heritage status.
The centrally located campus provides an ideal study
environment, with modern facilities in a historic villa
surrounded by lush Mediterranean botanical gardens,
next to St. John’s Catacombs, and a short walking
distance from the archaeological park and the
charming island of Ortygia.
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Italian Language:
- General Italian (intensive and semi-intensive courses)
- University preparation / Foundation Year / CILS preparatory courses
- Custom programs
Academic programs for U.S. Study Abroad students:
- Humanities: Archaeology, Ancient and Modern History, Food
studies, Art history
- STEM: Geology, Marine Ecology, Environmental science
- Social Sciences: Criminal Justice, Migration studies
- Communication: Investigative Journalism, Intercultural communication
- Creative arts: Photography, Performing arts
- Italian studies: Language and culture, Comparative literature
- Internship program
- Service learning
Contacts:
Syracuse Academy – Piazzale San Marziano, 1, 96100, Siracusa, Sicily
info@syracuseacademy.org
www.syracuseacademy.org
www.theitalianacademy.com (Italian language department)

CAGLIARI

CEFALÙ
MILAZZO

TAORMINA

SIRACUSA

Dreaming of Italy? Make it happen
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SA RD EGNA
The island of Sardinia hides many ancient treasures and offers a variety of
fascinating, evocative landscapes, all rich in history.
This island also offers its visitors a crystal-clear sea, the perfume of Mediterranean
vegetation and the fine hospitality of its people, both along the coast and inland.
Because of its location in the heart of the west Mediterranean, Sardinia has been
besieged by the Carthaginians, the Romans, the Byzantines, the Spaniards and the
Piedmonts, all of which who have left importance traces of their culture and traditions.
This enchanting island also offers a harmonious mixture of structures: the
unrepeatable local Nuraghi stand side-by-side with Pisan towers, castles with
Spanish bastions, churches, and other monuments.

Cagliari
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I ED C AGL IA RI
Istituto Europeo di Design

Cagliari
IED CAGLIARI: an open source laboratory
The headquarters of IED Cagliari is placed in a Liberty
villa surrounded by a beautiful park: an oasis in the
city. An environment on a human scale, where to grow
and improve through the exchange of knowledge.

IED Cagliari offers Undergraduate courses in Italian in Product
Design, Fashion Design, Interior Design, Media Design, as well as
various Continuing Education courses.

Conceived and designed as a modern campus, IED
Cagliari is a structure unique of its kind, a hub for
advanced training and innovation in a land that combines
the uncontaminated quality of its natural environment
with the creative and entrepreneurial ferment of his
most illustrious enterprises. Cagliari merges excellences
in tourism to advanced research centers in the field
of telecommunications and media. All vocations of
an uncontaminated land who has taught and will
continue to teach that creativity has no boundaries.

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu - www.ied.edu
IED Cagliari
Viale Trento, 39 09123 Cagliari
Tel. +39 070 273505

ONE WO R L D
Scuola di Italiano a Cagliari

Since 2001 we have welcomed students from all over
the world to our school in Cagliari, the historic main
city on the beautiful island of Sardinia.
Italian language courses can be combined with
cooking classes, CILS exam preparation courses
and much more. There is a full and varied activity
programme including trips to the fantastic nearby
beaches, wineries and olive groves.
In Cagliari, and in Sardinia in general, you will not
find streets full of tourists where the English language
is as common as Italian. You will find a real Italian city
with Italians going about their daily lives. There are of
course tourist facilities but it is not mass tourism and
you will experience the real Italy. And of course there
are some of the most beautiful beaches in the world!
You don't have to wait until you get here to do a course
with us, you can start immediately! On our online
learning platform One World Online School you
can find video courses, subscription courses which
combine on-demand videos with private lessons,
group courses, conversation courses and CILS B1
Citizenship preparation courses.

We are an accredited member of ASILS  (Association of Schools
of Italian as a Second Language) which guarantees the quality of
the courses and services of our school and we are an authorised
centre for the University of Siena's CILS exams. In Germany we are
recognised by all German states for Bildungsurlaub educational
leave and in Sweden we are recognised by the Swedish government
which means that students can apply for CSN grants to study with us.
Wherever you are in the world and whatever your level, we have a
course for you and whether you do a course with us at our school
here in Cagliari or online, we can't wait to welcome you!
Member of ASILS
Contacts:
One World
Viale Regina Margherita 6, 09125, Cagliari, Italia
Tel: +39 070 670234
info@oneworlditaliano.it - www.oneworlditaliano.it
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AANT - Accademia delle Arti e Nuove Tecnologie

65

Centro Studi Italiani - Milan

14

Accademia Costume & Moda - Milan

11

Centro Studi Italiani - Urbania

59

Accademia Costume & Moda - Rome

65

Ciao Italia - Rome

67

Accademia del Cinema - New York Film Academy

41

Comitato Linguistico

61

Accademia del Giglio

41

Cultura Italiana Arezzo

45

Accademia del Lusso

11

Cultura Italiana - Bologna

37

Accademia della Moda IUAD - Milan

12

Domus Academy

15

Accademia della Moda IUAD - Naples

77

eCampus

15

Accademia di Belle Arti Aldo Galli - IED Network

12

ELLCI

16

Accademia di Belle Arti di Brescia SantaGiulia

13

ESE Florence

46

Accademia di Belle Arti di Sanremo

33

ESE Milan

16

Accademia di Italiano

13

ESE Rome

68

Accademia Europea di Firenze

42

Europass

46

Accademia Italiana - Florence

42

Ferrari Fashion School

17

Accademia Italiana - Rome

66

IED Cagliari - Istituto Europeo di Design
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Accademia Italiana - Salerno

77

IED Firenze - Istituto Europeo di Design

47

Accademia Koefia

66

IED Milano - Istituto Europeo di Design

17

Accademia Riaci

43

IED Roma - Istituto Europeo di Design

69

A Door to Italy

33

IED Torino - Istituto Europeo di Design

7

Alchimia

43

IED Venezia - Istituto Europeo di Design

27

Angel Academy of Art, Florence

44

Il Centro - Milan

18

Arsutoria School

14

Il Sasso Scuola di Italiano

47

AUR - The American University of Rome

67

InFlorence Academy

48

Babilonia - Centro Studi Italiani
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ISI Florence - International Studies Institute

48

Ca' Foscari University of Venice

27

Istituto Americano

49

Centro Italiano Firenze

44

Istituto d’Arte Applicata e Design (IAAD) - Bologna

37

Centro Linguistico Italiano Dante Alighieri

68

Istituto d’Arte Applicata e Design (IAAD) - Torino

Centro Machiavelli

45

Istituto Dante Alighieri Milano

18

Centro Studi Italiani - Genoa

34

Istituto Il David

49
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Istituto Italiano di Fotografia

19

Reggio Lingua

38

Istituto Linguistico Mediterraneo

50

Romanica

38

Istituto Lorenzo de’Medici - LdM Florence

50

RUFA - Rome University of Fine Arts

72

Istituto Lorenzo de’Medici - LdM Tuscania

69

Sant’Anna Institute - Sorrento

78

Istituto Marangoni - Florence

51

Schola Academy

54

Istituto Marangoni - Milan

19

Scuola Dante Alighieri - Campus l’Infinito Recanati

59

Istituto Modartech

51

Scuola Leonardo Da Vinci - Florence

55

Istituto Secoli

20

Scuola Leonardo Da Vinci - Milan

22

Istituto Venezia - Trieste

31

Scuola Leonardo Da Vinci - Rome

73

Istituto Venezia - Venice

28

Scuola Leonardo Da Vinci - Turin

8

John Cabot University

71

Scuola Leonardo Da Vinci - Viareggio

55

Scuola Universitaria Superiore IUSS Pavia

22

L’Italiano Porticando

8

LABA - Libera Accademia di Belle Arti

52

Solemar Academy

84

Laboling - La scuola di Italiano in Sicilia

83

Spaziolingua

23

LAO - Le Arti Orafe Jewellery School & Academy

52

SRISA - Santa Reparata International School of Art

56

Lingua IT

28

Syracuse Academy

84

Linguadue

20

The Florence Academy of Art

56

Linguaviva

53

The Umbra Institute

61

Link Campus University

70

Tor Vergata University of Rome

73

Luiss Guido Carli

70

Università Bocconi

23

Metallo Nobile

53

Università degli Studi di Bergamo

24

NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti - Milan

21

Università degli Studi di Brescia

24

NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti - Rome

71

Università di Pisa

57

One World - Scuola di Italiano a Cagliari
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Università IULM - Milano

25

Passepartout Lingua Italiana

21

Università per Stranieri di Perugia

62

Piccola Università Italiana - Le Venezie

31

Università per Stranieri di Siena

57

Piccola Università Italiana - Tropea

81

Polimoda

54

Quasar Institute for Advanced Design
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